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CLAS students
have poor
representation
By Alicia Wireman
GVL Copy Editor

Seven departments remain unrepresented
in the highest faculty governance body at
Grand Valley Suite University.
The University Academic Senate currently
has 41 members; however, a little more than
one-fourth of the departments within the
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences do not
have a represenUitive in the UAS.
"Although all UAS seats are at-large, with
senators speaking for the interests of the entire
college, faculty in those ‘unrepresented’ units
need a senator who would share information
between UAS and the unit,” said UAS Chair
Rob Franciosi.
The unrepresented departments include
biology, biomedical sciences, classics,
geology, philosophy, political science and
sociology.
Some senators from the CLAS have
agreed to take on the added duties of
communicating with faculty from these
unrepresented departments, Franciosi said.
"We just want to make sure that each
department has the voice they need in the
Senate," said Kristine Mullendore, vice chair
for the UAS.
Kach of the unrepresented departments
has been appointed a representative fnxn
a different discipline which already has
represenUition in the UAS. This ensures that
every department has a voice in tlie UAS, but
these till-in representatives are not necessarily
directly involved with the departments they
are representing and tire faculty members
who are directly involved are choosing not to
participate. Mullendore said there are many
reasons as to why faculty members do not
participate.
"The faculty has a lot of obligations,” she
said. “People just feel like they are stretched
too thin.”
Franciosi said a lot of people don’t like the
idea of having to take the extra time to meet
on Fridays.
“If they don’t participate, it doesn’t mean
they don’t care," Franciosi said. “A lot of
(faculty members) care about teaching,
scholarships and families. In many cases, (the
UAS) would just be one more thing.”
Although Franciosi and Mullendore have
their reasons for the lack of representation in
the UAS, others hold a different perspective.
"The faculty has given up on the concept of
faculty governance because they’re seeing
administrative policy decisions that are
carried txrt without real faculty input,” said a
fixmer UAS member who wishes to remain
araxiymous. "The faculty governance is
being managed by the administratiixi rather
than having a peer to peer ix- colleague to
colleague relatkxiship.”
The status, function and pereeptkxi of
faculty governance have changed as a result
of the administratiixi change, he said.
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Parking not permitted: To prevent cars from parking in front of their house, one Grand Rapids family has blocked off the curb with dumpsters and "no parking" signs

Parking clashes near Pew
By Michelle Hamilton
GVl. News Editor

The residential streets surrounding
Grand Valley State University’s Pew
Campus are packed with cars every day
and it is leaving some residents with no
place to park.
Rather than pay for a GVSU parking
sticker, which costs $140 per semester,
many students are choosing to park on
the streets for free and walk to class or
hop on the bus.
“It’s not only the quality of life
we’re talking about here, it’s about
violations of the city codes,” said
Barbara Singleton, Grand Rapids
Parking Meter Operations Supervisor
and Dash Program Manager.
There have been a growing number
of cars parked too close to lire hydrants,
stop signs and literally in front of

people's driveways. Also, there is an
ordinance in Grand Rapids that states
residents have the right to complain
to the city if a car is parked in front of
their home for more than three hours.
The complaint can result in a parking
ticket and possibly towing, but many
people do not know this because
there are currently no signs in place,
Singleton said.
To ease the growing tension
between residents and students, the
city is planning a parking enforcement
program, Singleton said. The program
will be similar to one that was conducted
in the Heritage Hill neighborhood. In
Heritage Hill, certain blocks have time
restricted parking that is advertised
with signs, she added.
Before tickets are handed out for
time restriction violations, fliers will be
put on cars parked in the neighborhood

By Dana Blinder
GVL Copy Editor

One such incident ixxurred when the
Provost implemented a wixkload policy
fix- the faculty priix to being approved by
faculty governance, he said. Sixnething like
this wixild never have happeixxl under past
administration, he added.
Problems exist in the UAS, but the senior
faculty members need to take a step up, he
said. Senior faculty members have a memory
ami perspective of how tilings worked in
previous decades at GVSU.
"Senior faculty shixild be standing up and
be ready to be elected," he sakl. “It’s fix- the
faculty’s sake that senior faculty members
participate in faculty governance. (Senior)
faculty members need to represent the
lixig-term interest of the university arxl the
academic governance."
Althixigh the CLAS fails to ;x:hievc hill
representatiixi in all departments, the fixmer
UAS member said this ixigoing problem will
tx X end favixably.
“Fnxn watching the trend, the ultimate
resolutkxi will not be in the faculty’s best
interest," he said. "Many things that wixrld've
been considered impossible arc now being
carried out nxrtinely. The problem will never
really be resolved arxl will axitinue to exist in
the minds of everyixie.”
aw ireman @lantht >m .coin
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Budget blunder: Michigan Gov Jennifer Granholm, right, talks with state Reps Tim Melton,
D-Pontiac, from left, Jeff Mayes, D Bay City, Steve Tobocman, D-Detroit, and Morris Hood III,
D-Detroit, during a House session early Friday at the state Capitol in Lansing

Michigan budget
shutdown averted
By Joseph Allen
GVl. Staff Writer

The state government narrowly
avoided a partial shutdown Monday
morning when negotiations between
Michigan’s Senate and House of
Representatives concluded in a budget
plan for the new fiscal year.
The governor had to take steps
last Friday to prepare for a shutdown,
though negotiations for a new state
budget continued until early Monday
morning,
said
Megan
Brown,
spokeswoman for Gov. Jennifer
Granholm.
This weekend, 17 continuation

See more; tot more
on this story, see the
editorial on page A4
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See Parking, A2
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Parking problems: Pew Campus students park
in downtown neighborhoods causing street
clutter for residents Packed streets include Veto,
Lexington, California and Seward

Virtual chat connects
students to president

“(Faculty goveiTuince) was much nxxe
settled, understanding and cixiperative during
prcviixis administrations,” he said. “Now, a
loss of faith has ixxurred ftxxn cixitnivcrsial
issues. The administratkxi ixily sees faculty
governance in an advisory capacity rather
than consulting each other in university
matters.”

i

a couple of weeks in advance. Signs
that explain the time limits will also be
in place at this time. Singleton said.
I'he university never should have
been built in Grand Rapids, said Grand
Rapids resident Albert Szczepanek, 79.
Szczepanek lives just a few blocks from
the university parking lots and his street
is always lined with cars, he said.
“They’ve got land cornin’ out of
their ears over there in Standale, they
should have expanded over there,” he
said.
The full streets have discouraged
street cleaners from coming down
Szczepanek’s street in the summer and
in the winter the slow plows do not
always clear the snow because there
are too many cars parked by the curb,
he said.
“When they do come around they

{
\

budget plans were signed in order for
the state government to avoid shutting
down.
The budget crisis stemmed from
two different philosophies on how
to develop a new plan, said Louis
Meizlish, spokesman for Republican
Senate
Majority
Leader
Mike
Bishop. The Republican-controlled
Senate wanted to increase budget
cuts and reform policies, whereas
the Democrat -control led House of
Representatives wanted to increase
revenue to the state and forgo budget
cuts, Meizlish said.
These philosophies were evident
during the negotiations and were
See Shutdown, A2

The Grand Valley State University
President is keeping campus feeling
connected with his own online chat
room.
President Thomas
J. Haas held his first
virtual office hours
of the school year
on Tuesday. From
10:30 a.m. to noon,
students, faculty and
staff were invited to
ask Haas questions
by signing in with
their university log-in
accounts.
“The Virtual Office Hours are set up
like an online chat where users are able to
post a question,” according to a campus
wide e-mail the President’s office sent a
day earlier.
The online chat gives students from
all of GVSU's campuses the chance to
get questions answered and to voice
concerns directly with the university
president.
Virtual office hours are a great
opportunity to give a smaller feel to the
growing campus, Haas said.
“(Virtual office hours) started last
year in the spring,” he said. “It started
as an experiment to use our technology
to help us continue to be a very intimate
university.”
Provost Gayle Davis said the chat was
created based on an idea from President
Haas.
\
|

“As this university gets larger and
larger it gets harder for those in central
administration to have direct contact with
faculty, staff and students,” Davis said.
“It was just another way to talk to people
on campus to make some contacts.”
The biggest benefit of the chat room
is the campus-wide communication it
provides, Davis said. The virtual office
hours let Haas know what is on the minds
of everyone on campus and chatting with
Haas lets the rest of campus know how
he feels about an issue, she said.
See Chat, A2

See more: For more
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Parking

university officials. Most of
the
complaints
have
been
sporadic, but there have been
a few residents in particular
who voiced their opinions. One
downtown apartment manager
called repeatedly with concern
for his residents who must rely
on the streets near their complex
for parking, said Pew Campus
Security
Manager
Kathy
Ransom.
Students with parking stickers
are using the streets too, and
that is how residents are able
to identify the car as one of a
GVSU student when they call in
w ith complaints. Ransom said.
There are usually open parking
lots downtown, but if students
want a particular parking lot and
it is full they sometimes choose
to park on a street nearby instead
of looking for a new parking lot,
she said.
"Students have long since
utilized that parking and will
continue to do so,” Ransom said.
“It’s a very difficult thing to
monitor.”
It is not illegal to park on the
street and the campus security

staff cannot
mandate
that
students find a parking lot rather
than park in front of someone’s
house. Ransom said.
GVSU senior Hilary Birdsell
heard complaints from a few
residents who approached her
as she was coming back to her
car from classes last week. The
people who spoke with her were
very agitated and made it clear
they did not appreciate students
parking in front of their home,
Birdsell said.
She said she understands
it might be inconvenient for
residents, but there are not any
no-parking signs and it is free to
park on the street, she said.
Birdsell never bought a
parking permit since she started
taking classes at GVSU or when
she previously attended Grand
Rapids Community College. She
does it because she cannot afford
the price of a parking permit, she
said.
“I don’t think it’s wrong
because it’s what some students
have to do,” Birdsell said.

and budget slashes. Dean said.
The increase in revenue
includes raising the income
tax in the state of Michigan
from 3.9 percent to 4.35
percent. This new income tax
is intended to stay the same
until 2009, when it will begin
to decrease annually over a
period of several years. The
new budget plan calls for the
state income tax to return to its
current rate of 3.9 percent by
the year 2015.
The tax hike is only a
temporary fix and the real
work for the state government
is just beginning. Dean said.
“It’s like building a house,”
he said. “You put up a frame,
but the details have to be
worked out.”

It is now the government’s
responsibility to see these
plans last well into the future,
he added.
A continuation budget has
not been passed in Michigan
since 1980, so there is little
precedent on how to deal with
such a problem, according to
reports from WoodTV 8.
Dean thinks it is a matter
of discipline. The government
needs to deal with problems
as they come up, as opposed
to temporarily fixing them
and leaving them for the next
legislation, he said.
“Fixes
from
the
past
have been temporary fixes
rather then dealing with the
problem,” Dean said. “We
need to be proactive, not

reactive. We don’t want to
be in this predicament a year
from now.”
State
officials
have
confirmed the state is prepared
now to meet all of its financial
responsibilities.
There
is
to be no expected delay in
the disbursement of state
aide to any state supported
institutions.
Officials
also
said in lieu of the tax increase
and minimal budget cuts that
make up this new plan, it has
been decided that K-12 grade
schools and higher education
institutions will not have any
funding cut.

he was concerned as well and
eventually had construction halted
during finals week last year,” he
said.
The office hours, which arc a
distinct feature to President Haas, are
welcoming because it puts students
in a comfortable environment that
they are use to, Winegar added.
“I think that if I were an
undergraduate student, I would be
weary with having a conversation
with the president of the university,
so this gives them an opportunity to
do that without actually having to
confront him,” Winegar said.
Haas said he enjoyed the range
of questions presented to him during

the chat sessions.
“We’re going to do it again next
month in the afternoon. I'd like to
do these about twice a semester,”
Haas said. “We’ll always have the
questions and answers available
(online) for anyone to take a look
at.”
Tuesday’s session averaged
answering about one question for
every two minutes, totaling about 45
to 50 questions during the 90 minute
span.
Question topics in the chat ranged
from the state budget concerns to the
well-being of Haas’ dog. leaker.
“(There were) a range of
questions across the map but I

found them all to be presented in
a very professional manner from
students and everyone else,” Haas
said. “(The chats are) surpassing my
expectations.”
The chat system was devised by
the GVSU Information Technology
team per a request from Haas last
year. No program of the kind is
known to be used in any other
university. Haas said.
To review logs of previous
chats, or to participate in chats,
log in to http://www.gvsu.edu/
virtualofficehours/. The next chat
will be take place on Nov. 14, from
3 to 4:30 p.m.

continued from page A1

just drive through,” he said.
When cars have parked in
front of his driveway, Szczepanek
called the city and had them
towed. This only happened a few
times when Szczepanek could
not pull out of his driveway, he
said. To help with the situation,
Szczepanek had the city paint
the curb on either side of his
driveway yellow, which means
that it is a “no parking" zone.
This has helped a little bit,
but he considers himself to be
more fortunate than some of his
neighbors, he said.
"I’m fortunate that I have a
driveway,” Szczepanek said.
Not
all
of the
homes
downtown have driveways and
some residents must park a few
blocks away from their homes
because student cars are tilling
the streets near campus.
Concern from residents has
caused the areas near campus to
be monitored more closely for
parking violations.
Complaints have also reached

Shutdown
continued from page A1

exhibited by the votes on
either side of the platform,
he said. The new budget plan
is a combination of the two
philosophies.
"The main philosophical
differences
have
been
resolved,” Meizlish said. “The
solution was a combination of
the two.”
Democratic
State
Representative Robert Dean
agreed the final decision was
a blend of philosophies. The
state has settled the budget
crisis by instituting a plan
that will rely on increasing
revenue to the state as well as
instituting minimal cutbacks

Chat
continued from page A1

“I think communication is just so
hard in these big institutions and that
he’s happy with any opportunities to
do better with that,” Davis said.
Assistant
Professor
of
Communications Roy Winegar
said Haas’ online chats have caused
changes on campus because of
students’ concerns.
Haas received a number of
messages from students last year
who were affected by the noise from
the construction at Mackinac Hall,
Winegar said.
“The president responded that

Grand Valley Lanthorn
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Premium parking: Some Grand Rapids residents are annoyed by lack of parking caused by Pew Campus students.
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Two GVSU staff on Lincoln committee
Hauenstein Center
members make up almost
one fourth of Lincoln
Bicentennial Committee
By Carrie Palmer
GVL Staff Writer

Courtesy Photo / Batterybri.org

Presidential power: Whitney and Flanagan will prepare for the two-year party.

Two staff members of the Hauenstein
Center for Presidential Studies have recently
been appointed to the Michigan Lincoln
Bicentennial Committee.
Of the committee’s 13 members. Grand
Valley State University faculty and staff
members now make up about one fourth.
Hauenstein Director Gleaves Whitney and
Assistant Director Brian Flanagan were chosen
to help plan the festivities along with GVSU
liberal studies professor Michelle Johnson.
“Ultimately, this is a chance for Gleaves and
me to be part of a great and valuable national
effort,” Flanagan said.
Michigan’s
Lincoln
Bicentennial
Committee, along with many others across the
United States, have begun preparation for the
two-year-long celebration, which will begin
in February 2008. All over the country there
will he parades, performances, art exhibitions
and Lincoln impersonators. The majority
of the festivities will take place on the 200th
anniversary of Lincoln’s birth on Feb. 12,
2009.
“’Part of our mission is to raise leadership.

citizenship
and
scholarship among GVSU
students and the Grand
Rapids
community,”
Flanagan said. “Abraham
Lincoln’s legacy provides
a unique opportunity for
us to explore all three
while focusing on some
of the most fundamental
themes of our American
identity — freedom, democracy and equal
opportunity.”
He is positive about his experience with the
committee so far and said he is honored to be
included.
“Already I have learned invaluable lessons
from Weldon Petz, Bill Anderson and others of
the most accomplished Lincoln scholars in our
state,” Flanagan said.
Committee members were chosen based
on their knowledge and study of President
Lincoln, their dedication to educating others
about Lincoln’s life and presidency and the
Civil War era, according to the Hauenstein
Center’s Web site.
The Committee Chair is William Anderson,
director for the Michigan Department of
History. Arts and Libraries. Anderson was
elected by Gov. Jennifer Granholm to appoint
members and lead plans for the celebration.
“A Lincoln tradition is gathering momentum
in West Michigan, and we’re proud to carry the
torch further.” Whitney said.
GVSU students will see many benefits as

GVL News Editor

More than 300 Michigan
college
students
gathered
together in Lansing last week to
let legislators know education
funding should be a top priority.
A state-wide coalition of
about 1,000 students known
the -Student Association of
Michigan helped lead the rally
on Wednesday. Students from
Western Michigan University.
Saginaw Valley State University
and other area institutions wore
their school colors and carried
signs to petition funding for
Michigan universities.
“The goal of the rally was
to educate the legislators on the
importance of higher education
funding,” said Jeremiah Stanghini,
Saginaw Valley State University
student body president.
SAM. which officially formed
in August, is a revived version
of the Association of Michigan
Universities which fell apart in
the fall of 2006, he said. Student
government
executives
from
13 universities in Michigan
are directly involved with the
state-wide association and it is
supported by two other schools,
including Grand Valley State
University.
Although a mission statement
has not been officially created for
SAM yet, the organization’s goal
is to lobby student concerns in

congress. Last week’s rally was
only the first step, Stanghini said.
One of the main focuses
of SAM is to promote higher
education funding because it
has been proven that supporting
secondary education improves
the economy of a state, he said.
In Michigan, there has been a
steady decline in higher education
funding and a steady decline in
the economy, he added.
Since 2000, the state has
cut its support by $2,666 per
student after inflation is taken
into account, according to a press
release from the United States
Student Association. GVSU had
a loss of $2.2 million in funds for
this fall and a deferred payment
of $5.8 million was scheduled for
this month after the state held off
on an August payment.
“The state legislature needs
to realize that the future of the
state’s economy rests with higher
education funding.” Stanghini
said.
When it comes to issues such
as university funding, or making
sure the promise of deferred
payments is kept, the students
are stronger when they unite their
voices as one, said Chris Praedel,
student body president for WMU.
The members of SAM have
worked diligently to ensure a non
partisan stance and focus solely
on issues that are important to
students, Praedel said. The unique
autonomy of SAM will help
the members make an informed

Ramadan Fast-A-Thon raises money
from local business donations

GVl. Copy Editor

The recent addition of a Starbucks at
Grand Valley State University’s Pew Campus
has achieved success among coffee lovers
since its opening on the first day of classes.
“The downtown campus was in need of
a full-service coffee venue that could also
provide sandwiches, salads and morning
pastries.” said Deb Rambadt, marketing
manager of Campus Dining. “We wanted
to bring something to the Pew Campus that
would encourage group gatherings and social
networking in the DeVos Center. ’
The Starbucks officially optned Aug.
27, but Rambadt said a grand opening was
hosted on Sept. 18.
“(We) had over 200 entries in the prize
drawing,” she said. “Thirty one percent of
those people indicated that this was their first
trip to the DeVos Center Starbucks."
The Starbucks has been doing particularly
well during daytime hours, she added.
"People have been very receptive,”
Rambadt said. “We’ve had many nice
compliments about the addition of Starbucks
and daytime business is good "
Many people have reacted positively
because it is a brand they are familiar with
and that makes it an easy choice for them,
she said.
“One faculty member was intrigued by
the addition of Starbucks and used it as a
♦ • ••
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mission to feed the hungry with
dignity
and respect, regardless
GVL Staff Writer
of their station, will remain
the same. He said, however,
The upstairs halls of the
that their ability to do so lies
Kirkhof Center overflowed
partially in the hands of the
with Islamic music and smells
community.
of Middle Eastern cuisine
“Whatever the community
Monday night, as the Grand
provides for us, we can then, in
Valley State University Muslim
turn, provide for those in need,”
Student Association hosted
Miller said.
their first Ramadan Fast-AThe Fast-A-Thon began
Thon.
with Maghrib, a spiritually
About 100 students showed
moving Islamic call to prayer,
up at sunset in the Grand River
and ended with an inspirational
Room to enjoy a delicious
performance by Islamic hip-hop
meal after a day of fasting to
artist Zain Shamoon. Shamoon
help raise money for God’s
is a junior at Michigan State
Kitchen.
University and writes all his
“We want to show that these
own raps. His lyrics, unlike
issues that affect society don’t
other modem artists, are filled
just affect certain groups,’’ said
with messages of love, service*’
MSA President Petra Alsoofy.
acceptance and change.
“Hunger doesn’t know race or
The
banquet
featured;
religion.”
traditional
Islamic
dishes;
Approximately 140 students
catered by Olive Express,*
pledged to fast, and despite the
which is located on Monroe*
forty or so missing in action
Center in Grand Rapids.
during
Monday’s
dinner,
While they ate, students!
Alsoofy was enthusiastic about
shared
their
fasting!
the turn out, she said.
experiences.
“We didn’t really know how
Many expressed it was;
well students would accept the
especially hard for them to;
idea, especially coming from
abstain from*
the
MSA,"
food,
due*
Alsoofy said.
to the large!
“But I think
amount
of!
it went really
food available!
well.”
to them at!
The MSA
GVSU.
One;
raised
a
student
said;
total of $300
it made her
for
God’s
think of all*
Kitchen
those who are*
from
local
forced to go!
business’
without food,!
donat ions
when
struck!
ROB MILLER
from places
with pangs of
PROGRAM DIRECTOR,
as
such
hungeh
GOD’S KITCHEN
Primerica,
By
far,
Interpreter
students said
Network and
the
most
Mediterranean Island.
difficult part was not being able
Rob Miller, program director
to drink when thirsty.
for God’s Kitchen, expressed
“I went to get a drink without
his gratitude for the money
even thinking about it,” said
MSA was able to raise for the
Gerard Kwiatkowski, a Fastorganization.
A-Thon participant. “It really
"We simply can’t do what
makes you more aware of what
we do without volunteers or you consume, and I guess that’s
contributions,” Miller said.
part of the point.”
“It’s impossible.”
The MSA has plans to host
The money raised by MSA
the event again next year;
will be used to purchase food.
however, by then Alsoofy hopes
Last year, each meal God’s
to have the MSA Web site upKitchen provided cost them
and-running, so students may
36 cents. Miller said. In other
register online, she said.
words, GVSU helped supply
“This year, we had tables
more than 800 meals.
set up around campus, but
Organizations like God’s
we weren’t able to get them
Kitchen
face
growing
everywhere," she said. “We
challenges in today’s world
weren't able to have them in
that make providing for those
Kleiner, where all the freshman
in need slightly more difficult.
are. or in the downtown campus.
“With our state's economy
And obviously, someone from
in the state that it’s in, many
downtown is not going to drive
Michigan residents are losing
all the way out to Allendale just
their good-paying jobs,” Miller
to register for an event.”
said. “Poverty is moving into
the suburbs.”
darndt@!anthorn. com
Miller said God's Kitchen’s
By Danielle Arndt

Courtesy Photo / Chris Praedel

Fighting for funding: Western Michigan University students Josh Emerick, Chris
Praedel and Katie Rolled participate in a rally in Lansing for higher education
funding supported by SAM and WSA.

decision of what works best for all
students in Michigan, he said.
Cabinet members for SAM
have not been elected yet. but the
organization has plans to meet
again soon and hold elections.
“As we meet on a regular
basis, we are giving each other
the flexibility to assure that we
only champion universal student
issues,” Praedel said.
The
student
government
executives from the 13 universities
involved in SAM did not come
together to represent their fellow
students — they formed SAM
to advocate for student rights,
said Brandon White, United
States Student Association Field
Organizer.
They are currently working to
increase student power through
vote drives and representative
involvement on the campus level.
White said. The rally SAM hosted
in Lansing is evidence that the
cost of tuition is one issue that
is impacting students all over the
state, he added.
news@lanthorn.com

Participants
Universities involved in
the Student Association of
Michigan:

Central Michigan
Eastern Michigan
Ferris State
Lake Superior State
Michigan Tech
Northern Michigan
Oakland
Saginaw Valley State
U of M Ann Arbor
U of M Dearborn
U of M Flint
Wayne State
Western Michigan
Schools that do not actively
participate, but support
SAM are Grand Valley State
University and Michigan
State University.

New Pew Campus Starbucks does booming business
By Dana Blinder

cpalmer@lanthorn. com

Fasters raise $300
for God’s Kitchen

Students rally
for state funding
By Michelle Hamilton

a result of the Hauenstein
Center’s involvement in
the Lincoln Bicentennial
celebration.
“The
Lincoln
Bicentennial Commission
is determined to bring
'quality programs, form
as
many
beneficial
partnerships as possible
and bring world-class
speakers from around the
nation to GVSU,” Whitney said.
Anderson has worked with Whitney on
many political efforts which prompted his
addition to the committee, he said. Flanagan
was recommended for the committee by
Whitney because of his success while working
for the Hauenstein Center.
“Brian is bringing a great scholarly
imagination, as well as Web and graphic design
talent, to the committee,” Whitney said. “GVSU
is very fortunate to have three members. We are
seeking to find imaginative ways to make our
16th president more accessible to Michigan
citizens.”
The future is bright for the Hauenstein
Center and its contributions to the Lincoln
Bicentennial Committee.
“Stay tuned, because this partnership and
others continue to bring in great speakers,
accomplished
world-class
leaders
and
renowned to GVSU,” Whitney said.

conversation topic in her economics class,"
Rambadt said. “Faculty and staff members
are generally positive and happy to have a
full coffee menu available just steps from
their office.”
GVSU senior Lauren Began agreed
with the familiarity draw of the downtown
Starbucks.
Began said she would not call the
Starbucks necessary but it was definitely a
better draw than Java City.
“It’s just a different brew of coffee," she
said. “It tastes better and I’m use to it.”
GVSU freshman Sheely Crawford-Feasel
said the familiarity is a big draw along with
convenience.
As a commuter from Rockford, having
a Starbucks to grab coffee before classes is
really great, Crawford-Feasel said.
“This is right in the middle of all my
classes," she said. “It’s nice to come here, get
something to eat and have Starbucks and sit
at a table and study."
She usually stops by the kiosk three times
a week before 10 a.m.
“When I come, there’s someone making
the drinks before I even pay, they ask me
what I want before anyone else takes my
order and before I pay,” she said.
It is always really busy between 11 a.m.
to 2 p.m. but the employees do a good job
of keeping the line of customers moving, she
added.
Although morning hours are busy, business

slows considerably from 8 to 11 p.m. and
campus dining staff is currently working on
a late night promotional campaign, Rambadt
said. A free tasting event will be held on
Tuesday between 8:30 and 9:30 p.m., she
said.
The tasting event will include a brief
presentation about the coffees served and
then those coffees will be paired with
appropriate food samples. The event is free
for everyone and will take about 20 minutes,
Rambadt said.
Starbucks in DeVos is open from Monday
to Thursday from 7:30 a.m. to 11 p.m.,
Fridays 7:30 a.m. to 6 p.m., and Saturdays
7:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.
dhlinder(d lanthorn. com
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Slugger: Senior Jessie Borowiak takes advantage of
Starbucks' late hours While all other food courts and
coffee huts in the downtown campus are shut down,
Starbucks remians open until 11 p.m.

"We simply
can’t do what
we do without
volunteers or
contributions.
It’s impossible.”
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EDITORIAL CARTOON

Short by seven
The University Academic Senate, which
helps faculty work with administration,
remains underrepresented with some
members feeling the administration
refuses to listen to UAS members.
Seven academic departments are underrepresented
in the UAS. The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences,
the biggest college at Grand Valley State University,
has more than one-fourth of its departments without a
representative in the UAS.
Although the UAS chair said the reason for professors’
lack of participation stems from too many other duties,
other professors disagree.
A former senator said the UAS no longer has the
power it once had because university administration
does not consult the faculty in the UAS as it used to. The
Provost has also implemented policies without the UAS’
consent.
Whatever the reason, professors need to take
responsibility and become a part of the UAS so the
underrepresented departments have a voice. Although
UAS seats are at-large and senators speak for the entire
college, departments without representation are lacking
someone with intimate knowledge to stand up for their
interests.
The only people who hold this knowledge are the
senior-faculty members. Since these members are
familiar with policies from previous administrations,
they are the only ones who can regain the strength of the
UAS.
Representatives in the UAS who are fairly new to
GVSU will allow the administration to continue to make
decisions without consent of the UAS.
For those who feel stretched too thin, the UAS only
meets once a month. And for others who feel joining is
meaningless since the administration does not value their
voice, letting the UAS become weaker because of a lack
of senior-faculty members is not the answer.
What kind of message does this send to students, when
faculty will not stand up for their departments?
Until the empty seats in the UAS are filled and the
administration and faculty work together, professors
are without a voice, and students will suffer the
consequences.
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If you could ask President Haas one question,
what would it be and why?

"With the enrollment
continuing to grow,
how do you plan on
housing all the students,
because there are a lot
of students."

GVL OPINION POLICY The ultimate goal of the Grand
Valley Lanthorn opinion page is to
stimulate discussion and action on
topics of interest to the Grand Valley
Community.
The
Grand
Valley
Lanthorn
welcomes reader viewpoints and
offers three vehicles of expression for
reader opinions: letters to the editor,
guest columns and phone responses.
Letters must include the author’s
name and be accompanied by current
picture identification if dropped off
in person. Letters will be checked
by an employee of the Grand Valley
lanthorn.
Ixtters appear as space permits
each issue. The limit for letter length

is one page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense letters and columns for
length restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn will
not be held responsible for errors
that appear in print as a result of
transcribing handwritten letters or email typographic errors.
The name of the author is usually
published but may be withheld for
compelling reasons.
The content, information and
views expressed are not approved
by nor necessarily represent those of
the university, its Board of Trustees,
officers, faculty and staff.

"How does he plan to
meet the needs of all the
new students with the
expanding enrollment?
There are a lot of
students here now."

"Why does he get
dressed up and stand in
the student section at
football games? It seems
a bit odd."

Tim Borg

Rachel Melville

Megan Lloyd

Chris Bell

Nate Schuler

Broadcasting
Senior

Asian Studies
Senior

Physical Education
Sophomore

Marketing
Senior

Education
Senior

Alcohol, emotions don't mix
By Corey Jackson
GVL Columnist

Why do so many people
get so emotional when
they’re drunk?
So what if alcohol
dehydrates your body while
killing brain cells? Being
drunk is still no excuse for
acting childish.
Sure, after downing a pint
of rum we all feel a little
loose and more apt to do
certain things. But I despise
those who hide behind the
bottle in attempts to mask
their true feelings.
I also hate hearing people
say, “Man. I only did that
because I was drunk.”
In my opinion that quote
simply sounds like an
excuse for a person’s foolish
actions.
Looking in the mirror
and taking accountability
for our own actions is one

of the hardest things an
individual can do, which
is the reasoning people use
such excuses as the one
mentioned above.
It doesn’t matter whether
you’re mad at your ex
boyfriend or pissed because
you think someone isn’t
showing you the attention
you might deserve. Even
if the prior is true, getting
dnink and acting a fool
isn’t the solution to your
problems.
For instance, last night
I was at a “welcome back”
party for a friend of mine
who has just came back from
basic training. The turn-out
was nice and everything was
going great. However things
took a turn for the worse
when I noticed a female
friend of mine was trying her
hardest to get revenge on her
ex-boyfriend.
In a nut shell, her ex
boyfriend’s “lady of interest”

was there.
So instead
of sitting
back and
relaxing,
she
decided to
sit on the
lap and
Jackson
make-out
with some
random guy right in front of
her ex-boyfriend’s face.
More than likely she was
trashed and thought by doing
this she would make her ex
jealous. But it instead made
her look like a complete
fool.
Everyone who witnessed
the act knew exactly what
she was up to. It was no
surprise.
Realistically, it made
her look more desperate
than anything else. Sure, it
probably felt fulfilling while
she was sitting on this guys
lap trying her best to draw

a reaction from her ex, but
in the long-run there was no
achievement.
I guess the basic point
here is that mixing alcohol
with emotions is a horrible
combination.
Doing so not only makes
a person look ignorant, but
also shows an obvious sign
of immaturity.
Since when did killing
brain cells and impairing
ones ability to think clearly
provide a solution to a
conflict?
Furthermore, think about
the consequences you face
the next day. I’m more than
sure you’ll hear comments
about how absurd your
actions were from peers.
I’m no Dr. Phil, but my
diagnosis is that alcohol
won’t mask or cover up any
of your problems. Halloween
is coming up — save the
costumes for that instead.
cjackson@lanthorn.com

Why we all should love E! True Hollywood Story

ears over there in Standale, they
should have expanded over there.”
Grand Rapids resident, on Pew Campus
students parking near his home

"How did he really feel
about having to spend
one night in Copeland
last year? I think that
might have been strange
for him."

GVL STUDENT OPINION

“They’ve got land cornin’ out of their

Albert Szczepanek

"What steps is the
administration taking
to steadily increase the
minority population
among staff, because I
think a diverse staff is
important."

By Dana Blinder
GVl. Copy Fditor

Sorry Gary Nye, but it is
most definitely true — E!
True Hollywood Story is a
vital aspect to the psyche.
Although not one of the
most popularly watched
shows, it mildly falls into
that very powerful, favorite
prime-time category.
It’s a sure fire way to
further prolong starting
homework, usually provides
you with little-to-noeducational information, and
of course when a marathon
comes on, gives you no better
reason to leave the house for
the day.
More importantly though,
prime-time favorites are
vital to the social lives
of thousands. “Desperate
Housewives,” “Grey’s
Anatomy,” “America’s Next
Top Model” and “Beauty
and the Geek” are all just a
small slew of shows that give
people a reason to catch up
weekly.
(If you just took a minute

l

to gasp and say ‘McDreamy,
don’t worry I’ll sleep with
you,’ you are living proof.)
Parties form weekly
around these shows and
bring nxunmates, friends and
families together. Reality,
dating and TV dramas are the
Harry Potter series for adults.
As college students, we’re
not taking the time to read on
our own outside of textbooks,
eat the recommended
servings of fruit and
vegetables a day, or (for most
of us) abide by traditional
health suggestions, so sue us.
What’s real is that for
tons of students, having
a few reliable TV shows
is a good way to organize
your time and relax from
the daily grind. It gives you
something to look forward
to. a reason to order takeout,
and is an automatic, no
strings attached, excuse to
invite friends over and enjoy
the company of others with
similar interests.
When “Survivor” broke
out as the first reality show,
we became obsessed. If you

weren’t
really into
it, it most
likely
came
around to
haunt you
at some
time or
another.
Blinder
Non-fans
can often feel excluded when
stuck in conversation about
favorite programs.
Discussing the latest plot
twist and controversy sparks
up conversation in otherwise
awkward situations, and
reviewing last week's show
creates an automatic bond
between strangers and
friends alike. Thanks to
the popularity of a handful
of successful prime time
programs, reality haters
shouldn’t help but be mildly
shunned.
If anything else, these
often trashy shows should
remind us that we are all
human. We like being told
a good story — we like
suspense, drama, rewards.

the good guys, the villains
and the rollercoaster of it
all. Most of all, we like to
share it with others. It builds
communication, interactions
and relationships. It opens
a conversation in which
everyone is comfortable
<
being in and contributing to.
If nothing else, in our
constant quest to be a
politically correct society
(which usually finds reason
to take offense to anything),
gives viewers a safe concept
to take a stance on. It would
be difficult to be seriously
offended by someone else’s
opinion of who should end
up with Flava Flav (as long
as it’s not New York).
So. while I certainly
wouldn’t recommend turning
a blind eye to your academic
future solely to keep up with
reality shows and contribute
in social situations, I do see
their value in our society,
particularly when taken in
respectable doses.
dhlinder@lanthorn.com
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From Fashion Avenue to Campus Drive
Students can look fashionable for a reasonable price, while intermixing labels, accessories addjlare
By Rachael Williams
(,VL Laker Life Editor

With the change in weather comes a change in wardrobe, and this season Grand Valley State University students can stay
trendy within a reasonable budget.
Places such as Goodwill and Payless Shoe Source are affordable options for students looking for accessories or accents that
can add extra flair to an ensemble, while stores such as American Eagle and Macy’s offer classic denim and sweaters that are
still affordable, and better in quality.
With every change in season however, both men and women should keep in mind that not every item in the closet needs to
be changed out. Timeless pieces like a classic white button down for men and the “little black dress” for women should remain
close at hand.

Fall/Winter Season for Men

Fall/Winter Season for Women

Men usually find themselves without the extra accessories
that women are privileged with in abundance. However, this
doesn't mean that men can let their ensemble go without
Hair. This fall/winter season clean lines with urban appeal
can be seen straight off the runway. Designers such as
Calvin Klein and DKNY are using a lot of monochromatic
fabrics, keeping the tone of the outfit neutral and subtle.
Scarves, watches and hats are creative additives that
can make the outfit go from classic to trendy.
Men should always have in their closets a solid,
relatively expensed dark (as well as a light) washed denim
jean. T he dark wash pair is great for a night out w ith the
boys or a casual date; the light pair for the everyday use.
Also, such as women have the little black dress; men
should always have the classic black suit — try to find a
decently priced designer suit. Giorgio Armani and Calvin
Klein will last throughout seasons, and because it is made by
a high-end designer it will last.
Just as women should have the classic white and black
button down long-sleeve shirts, men should too. These are a
staple — matched with a great pull over or wool cardigan it
can take the outfit from casual to semi-professional.
Men should also be sure to intermix labels. Take a darkwashed jean from the Buckle, shoes from Payless Shoe
Source, and a jacket from Goodwill and a
graphic tee from Old Navy with a scarf or
hat from Banana Republic and the ou
will scream trend yet sophisticated.

This season bold colors such as turquoise, gold, purple and
green can be seen everywhere. Textures such as satin and suede
are back, reflecting the late 1960s fashion with mod mini-dresses
and skinny jeans, intermixing the trend from the early 1990s
of leggings and oversized sweaters. Black, always an essential
color to accent any wardrobe can be seen in textures of alligator
and patent leather. Accessories such as shoes, belts, gloves and
scarves can make or break an outfit if it becomes over-textured.
For women, the classic black dress, a great pair of denim
jeans that accentuate all the right curves and the everyday white
and black button-down long-sleeved shirts should always be on
hand in a closet. Extras such as a great pair of black and brown
pumps with matching belts, at least two scarves and an array
of jewelry varying in price should be kept up throughout the
year.
A black cardigan sweater, graphic tees and a wool-knit
hat add to the variety of options. Women should keep in mind
when putting an outfit together to mix labels and prices. No girl
should ever leave the house head-to-toe in Target or Goodwill.
Take a balanced-price jean, such as those found at American
Eagle and dress it down with a graphic tee from Old Navy,
matched with a belt found at Goodwill and shoes from Payless
Shoe Source with a pea coat from
Macy’s and the ensemble will be
balanced with the right amount of
vintage and new.
Editor's Pick:
Black,
suede, rounded-toe pumps
(Pay less
Shoe
Source,
$19.99), gray pants and
green satin shirt (Macy’s),
clutch
purse
(Banana
Republic, $108).

Editor's Pick: Black, patent leather
dress shoes (Payless Shoe Source,
$39.99), dark washed denim jeans
(The Buckle), maroon, half zip
turtle neck sweater (Macy’s), black
jacket (Goodwill).

The Goodwill on Lake Michigan Avenue in
Allendale offers a variety of second-hand and
vintage clothes and accessories

Black, suede pumps; Payless Shoe Source, $19.99

Accessories found at the Goodwill on Lake
Michigan Avenue; $1-5

Essential sports coat with classic white, long-sleeve
button down and tie; $2-15, Allendale Goodwill

Men and women's shoes from the Allendale
Goodwill; $3-6

Michigan economy motivates brothers to network
Twins head up College
Entrepreneur's Org,
both plan to help create
jobs in Michigan
By Susie Skowronek
6’VT. Staff Writer

Michigan’s
less-thanDespite
favorable economy, determined students
still want to help the job market.
Brandon
Reame,
a
marketing
and finance major with a minor in
entrepreneurship, and his twin brother,
Brent Reame. a biomedical science
major with a minor in business, hope
to open their own businesses and help
create jobs in Michigan.
“Especially for science related fields.
Grand Rapids is the place tobe.especially
compared to other states,” Brent said.
“There is a lot of opportunity."
After college, Brent said he wants to
go to medical school and someday open
his own practice. Brandon said he hopes
to open his own business in Grand
Rapids and eventually grow to reach the

national level.
“Creating jobs is rewarding,” Brent
said. “It’s important for Grand Rapids’
economic success. You can create jobs
and income for families.”
At Grand Valley State University,
Brandon and Brent joined Collegiate
Entrepreneurs’ Organization.
When they first joined four years ago.
the club had only four members, Brent
said. But now, about 50 members attend
the weekly meetings every Monday.
Brandon is now president of CEO and
Brent is vice president.
“We pick up where classes leave off,”
Brandon said. “Classes teach structure.
We provide an environment to work on
each others’ businesses.”
People of all majors can attend, Brent
noted. Half of the members of CEO are
not business majors, including Brent
himself.
The club helps members to develop
their ideas and existing businesses.
The Grand Rapids area has great
networking, Brandon said. One business,
the Grand Angels, will provide money
and other aid to businesses with solid
plans, he added.

There arc also many family-run
businesses in Grand Rapids and even
businesses at GVSU itself that help
entrepreneurs.
“Grand Rapids is a city based on
entrepreneurship,” Brent added. “The
big names in the area keep Grand Rapids
going. The city is a good environment
for entrepreneurship. It has a good
support system and good networking.”
The brothers learned the power of
networking in high school, Brandon
said. They started a boat washing and
detailing business in Charlevoix. Mich.
They became the second most successful
boat upkeep business, they said.
The Reame brothers expanded their
network of customers at every free
moment, whenever they were not at
work.
To help promote their small business
they handed out business cards to
increase profits.
Now, both Brandon and Brent plan to
open businesses in Michigan.
“Entrepreneurship is the biggest
advantage the United States has against
other countries,” Brent stated. “You can
start a business in a couple of hours. It’s

I

GVl Kaitlyn Irwin

Battling brothers: Twin brothers and leaders of the CEO Club, Vice President Brent Reame and
President Brandon Reame battle for power

something a lot of people do not realize
and take for granted.”
Brandon encourages other students
to stay in Michigan to find jobs, as he
finds motivation in the p<xir economy.
In response to the lack of jobs in
the state, Brandon said he wants to get
more involved in school activities to

make himself more marketable to future
employers, increasing his chances for
employment after college.
“Get involved with stuff.” Brandon
said. “Do stuff other than class.”
skowronek@lanthorn.com
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Modern guide to college living
By Rachael Williams

How it really turned out...

GVL Laker Life Editor

Let’s face it, as college students we don’t always have the time to educate ourselves with frivolous
information about how to perfect life as a college student.
Many of us find ourselves living off of Ramen Noodles, macaroni and cheese or leftover pizza from the
night before, while complaining about the unhealthy lifestyles we find ourselves perpetuating.
Fortunately, those of us at the Lanthom have found a new way to indulge in the unhealthy, while still
being healthy.
Chocolate cake, made with a can of diet pop instead of oil. water and eggs, provides an alternative way of
making dessert with few calories and added fat. It also is very convenient for the college student who rarely
has eggs or oil in the cupboards. Follow the steps below and enjoy!
1. Start with a chocolate cake mix
2. Bypass the ingredients on the back of the box — get a 12 ounce can of diet pop
3. Mix the cake mix and diet pop together until smooth and there are no lumps of cake mix
4. Pour batter into lightly greased cake pan
5. Bake at 350 degrees for 30 to 40 minutes depending on oven. If using a glass pan cook at 325 degrees
for 35-45 minutes depending on oven
6. Let cool for 15 minutes
7. Frost
8. Enjoy!
^Baker’s note: The cake mix will look slightly different cooking and may be foamy at first when the pop
is added. Mix well and do not remove cake from oven until the designated time is up. This recipe can also
be used if making a yellow cake — use Diet 7-Up or Diet Sprite.

By Laura Wasilewski

By Brandon Watson

By Brandy Arnold

GVL Editor in Chief

GVL Managing Editor

GVL AStE Editor

The cake
looked a little
weird
when
1 opened the
fridge,
but
really,
who
turns
down
free cake?
It looked
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smooshed,
like Rachael had sat on it before
she put in the fridge, and the carbonation from the pop made it a
little bubbly-looking, which was
unfortunate.
However, all qualms about
the look go out the door when
you taste this cake. It was amaz
ing.
You don’t taste the pop in it,
and unlike other low-fat reci
pes (like ones that use pumpkin
mix instead of oil and eggs) this
one still tasted very rich. In fact,
I could only eat a couple small
bites because this cake tasted
just as rich as the real thing.
So be forewarned, the cake
will look a little weird, but once
you can get past that, this crazy
mix is delicious.

When
I
first
looked
at the cake
Rachael
brought,
I
was wonder
ing why she
had baked it.
1
won
dered if I had

*its*n

saved
her
life from eternal damnation or
something.
Then she told me of the pur
pose of the cake and I was lov
ing every second of it.
Who wouldn’t want to eat
free cake and write about it in
the newspaper?
So, in my opinion, I love the
cake. I could care less what was
used to make it. I’m not really
one to judge the ingredients.
Fact is, the cake is amazing.
Freaking amazing.
I would highly recommend
anyone using these ingredients
to make the cake.
It doesn’t bother me that
Diet Pepsi was used in the rec
ipe, because quite frankly, it’s
darn good.

A
guiltfree
treat,
cake
made
with
diet
Pepsi is one
fabulous
idea.
I was a
little weary
at first, being
that I’m not a
huge chocolate fan.
Also, the look of said cake
wasn’t exactly Food Network
worthy.
However, after the first taste
of cake, it got me. I was all in,
bite for bite.
The texture and taste is
lighter than that of a cake
made with butter, but the diet
Pepsi cake still maintains its
sweetness.
Why would anyone not
want to take a healthier route
while indulging his or her taste
for saccharine?
If you tend to stay away
from anything branded “re
duced fat,” take comfort —
there is still plenty of fat in the
frosting.

Meadows Crossing
Your Premier Student Townhome Community
Located at the 48th Avenue Entrance to GVSU

The campus buzz and
what's to come
Editor's Note:
Whether you’re a college
student at a Big 10 university or a
student right here at Grand Valley
State University, the fact remains
that you’re probably busy and
rarely have time to research events
on campus that are sponsored by
campus organizations.
So, instead of checking bulletin
boards and relying on the few
informed friends you may have.
Laker Life will now review events
that have already happened one
week prior. GVSU students can
breeze through and catch what
organizations or departments
sponsor great events, and hopefully
be able to attend an event in the
future.
By Lauren Sibula
GVL Staff Writer

Family Weekend
Saturday Sept 29

Picnic,

Parking Lot H was bumpin’
on Saturday. Within the span of a
couple feet students, parents and
visitors could bounce between an
intense men’s rugby game, an all
you can eat buffet and a car show.
The buffet, located between
the car show and intramural fields
under a huge white tent, was a
great concept. The cost was $ I for
parents and non-students and free
for GVSU students and children
younger than 12. The buffet
included hamburgers, hot dogs,
various salads, pop and water.

However, by the time I arrived to
load up on some grub, the food
had been sitting out for a while.
The buns were hard and worst of
all there was no ketchup! I saw
baskets full of relish and mustard,
but no more ketchup. Someone
should have been on ketchup
patrol, ready to fill that basket up
at the drop of a hat. I was also a
little perplexed as to why the pop
was not served on ice. Yum, I love
warm Coke. At the end of the day
though, the food was decent and
better yet, free. Can’t complain too
much about that.
☆☆ out of ☆☆☆☆

Family Weekend Car Show,
SepL 29
The Auto Show, located in
Parking Lot H was also a great
idea. I was unable to appreciate it,
though, because I hate cars. It was
neat to see some older, classic cars
and flashback to poodle skirts and
the malt shop era, but the newer
cars were too flashy for my liking.
I couldn't care less about what kind
of engine you have in your truck,
your new coat of candy apple red
paint or how dope your spinners
are. I drive a silver minivan...
and I like it. My view may also
be a little skewed since I live on
the east side of Michigan and am
able to experience the Woodward
Avenue Dream Cruise every year
(the Grand Valley Auto Show
times one million). I do recognize
though, that for people who are

actually interested in the auto
world, this was a well organized
and fun event.
☆☆ out of ☆☆☆☆
lsibula@lanthorn.com

Friday
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
out
the
event,
Check
“Engage The Heart in The
Battle
Against
Domestic
Violence.” Learn how to help
prevent domestic violence
before it happens. It costs
$50 to participate in the full
day workshop with local and
national speakers.

—<

Now Leasing
for2008
|
or
US at out leasi^ofhce
call US toda/to
schedule an opjpouitu,ent.

Participate in the Kyss
Walk, a 5K walk around
campus, raising awareness of
children and teens with mental
health issues. Work those buns
and support a cause.

Sunday
9:30 p.m.
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smart living

1200pm-500pm,Saturday

Play a rousing game of
Scrabble with the Scrabble

1

1

10745 48th Avenue • Allendale, Michigan 49401 • 616-892-2700 • 616-892-2702-fax • www.meadowscrossing.net

Club in Kirkhof.
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Quit Paying Rent!
you should own your own home and land

Spacious Manufactured
•ndoor. Heated Swimmir

r

r

jtneauiea Socfal Activities
i- Minutes from GVSU
j- Large Wooded Lots
Community Center
Large Clubhouse

V

.all for as little as

^/B

4
-r

VIP
AD

INDUSTRY NIGHT
SUNDAY
AY NIGHTS
NIGHT5 @
@ Me
//, B.O.B.

□pm

/ 1B
+ welcaiTiRARU
18+
welcome / 81+ $5 /y under 81 SID i
E?riU tlunr
,
The Full Monty with Rich Burkholder
featuring a mix nf live entertainment
with karauke

(616) 331-2460

v

TLantfjjprn

Food & Drink Specials
Game Room

[RUSH
* j

.with poal. silver ‘.trike hmvling.

□J Sl Dancing
D
□rink Special** all night lung
Dj

.-golden tee. «thufflehnnrd

PARKING

ONLY

K live music

Sunday Night Football

K more

DOWNTOWN GR / 6IG.35G.2DOD / THEDDB-tOM
l\HOf AVE /

MONDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL
/
'

X ®Pm / 2nd floor

^SATURDAY
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
s

i

J*

?

X $2.00 pizzas
X $2.00 bob’s brews or
coors light
X $5.00 pitchers bob's brews
or coors light

X open @ 11:30am / 2nd floor
X $2 00 pizzas
X $2.00 coors light or bob’s brews
X raffles w/ special prizes
every quarter until 4:30pm

X raffles w/ special
prizes every quarter

Weekly Specials
Start at 9 pm

Weekend Specials

Monday Night

Start at 10 pm

$4.°° PBR Pitchers
$5.°° Bud, Bud Light & Miller Lite Pitchers
$2." 10" 1 Item Pizzas

Tuesday Night — Karaoke at 10 pm
$3.50 Long Island & Long Beach
$2.00 Domestic Bottles
$2." Cheesy Bread Sticks
35C/Wing

Wednesday Night
$5.95 Burritos All Day
$3.°° Margaritas & $2.50 Corona
1/2 Off Appetizers (Ask Your Server for Details)

Thursday Night — College NighP
*2.°° U-Call-lts
$2.°° Domestic Bottles & 14 oz Drafts
$3.°° Burger Baskets

Friday Night

. $3.95 Junior Burritos
$4.95 Chicken Quesadillas
$1.50 Off ALL 20 oz Drafts
$3.50 Captain & Coke
$3.00 Dirty Girl Scout

Saturday Night — Karaoke at 10 pm

Shuttle Bus:
Rides offered Starting at
Last Pick-up at 12:4
$1 Donation per R

$2.501 Item Junior Strombolis
$1." Fried Breadsticks
$1.50 Off ALL 20 oz Drafts
$3.50 Jack & Coke
on **

Saturdays

616-889-0683

come watch

Take Out Available: 895-4308

NIGHTLY SPECIALS MENU

■

BIG 10
network

5053 Lake Michigan Dr
(616) 895 1615

J
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THURSDAYS

EVERYTHING

1/2 OFF!

9PM TO 12AM

DJ PLAYING YOUR FAVORITE PARTY CLASSICS
[no cover for ladies]

mon t©s
438 Bridge St.

21+Permitted

616.774.5969 •www.myspoce.com/monteslounge

SPORTS

Marc Koorstra, Sports Editor
sports@lanthorn.com
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Lakers look to build upon Fall Classic

Sports in Brief

Who:

UPCOMING
GAMES

GVSU Lakers (4-0)
•

Mercyhurst (4-2)

Friday:
Soccer vs. Mercyhurst
Volleyball vs. Mercyhurst
Men’s Tennis: GVSU Invitational
Women's Tennis @ FSU
Cross Country @ Michigan
Intercollegiate Championship
Hockey vs. Wagner College

Saturday:
Football @ Mercyhurst
Volleyball vs. Gannon
Men's Tennis: GVSU Invitational

Sunday:
Soccer vs. Gannon
Hockey vs. Penn State

NUMBER
CRUNCHER

The women's soccer team
scored a total of 17 goals on
their recent road trip to Ohio.
They defeated Findlay 9-1 on
Friday and Ashland 8-0 on
Sunday.

When: Saturday @ 1:30 p.m.
Where:
Tullio Field, Erie Pa.

Radio: WMAX 96.1 FM
Online: gvsulakers.com
Series: GVSU leads, 7-0
Last year: 49-17, GVSU

GVL / Kaitlyn Irwin

Picked off: Corey Edwards returns an interception Saturday during the Fall Classic against Wayne State University

Chuck Martin s team
prepares for another
explosive offense
By Brandon Watson
GVL Managing Editor

©

Tuesday's 3-2 victory over
Ferris State University marked
the first time in more than
five years that the volleyball
team came back from a 02
deficit.

GET YOUR

LAKER
NEWS

ONLINE
ww.lanthorn.co

Grand Valley State University has
never lost to Mercyhurst College in seven
meetings on the gridiron.
Head coach Chuck Martin and his team
will look to keep it that way on Saturday,
traveling the long road to Erie. Pa.
Sophomore quarterback Brad Iciek said
long nx»d trips and playing games earlier
in the day do not mess with the Lakers’
routine.

Sophomore
quarterback
Brad Iciek and junior defensive
lineman
Dan
Skuta
each
received GLIAC and http://
www.D2football.com
national
players of the week awards for
their efforts in the Lakers’ 41I0 victory over Wayne State
University on Saturday.
Iciek earned offensive player
of the week after a career
night against the Warriors. He
completed 25 of 40 passes for 403
yards and rushed six times for 39
yards and five total touchdowns.
Skuta was named defensive
player of the week thanks to
a career-high 17 tackles, two
tackles for loss and two forced
fumbles.
Trial date set for Kircus

David Kircus, a former GVSU
and Detroit Lions receiver,
pleaded not guilty on Tuesday
to second-degree assault charges
stemming after a May 20 fight left
a 26-year-old man with multiple
facial fractures, the Associated
Press reports.
Kircus is scheduled to go
to trial on Jan. 28 at Arapahoe
District Court in Centennial,
Colo. If convicted of the felony,
he could face five to 16 years in
prison. Kircus was cut by the
Denver Broncos on Aug. 28.

By Rob Rosenbach

Tuesday’s volleyball game had all the
ingredients for an upset.
No. 9 Grand Valley State University had
won 12 straight matches, including eight
straight in the Great Lakers Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference.
Rival Ferris State University came to
the Allendale unranked — losing three of
its last five matches in the GLIAC. The
Bulldog student section came in roaring
after making the hour drive from Big
Rapids, being louder and causing more
ruckus than any of the GVSU fans.
It was an upset that nearly happened,
but the leakers came back from down 0-2
to win 3-2.
Game one was back and forth throughout
the match as the Bulldogs climbed to a 2725 lead before GVSU head coach Deanne
Scanlon called a time-out. FSU’s Lindsay
Tye would not let her team lose as she came
from of the time-out with a dominating
spike followed by a soft tip over the net to
give the Bulldogs the game 30-26.
The GVSU drumline made their way
into the Fieldhouse Arena between games,
playing an array of chants including the
Lakers fight song. It did not make much
difference as the leakers lost the second
game 30-27. GVSU tried to make it close,
as junior Danielle Alexander came up with
a huge block to make the score 23-20 in

favor of FSU.
“We got our butts killed in the first two
games.” Scanlon said. “I told the players
they have to believe that they can do it and
to continue to work hard.”
During intermission, the crowd of more
than 950 people began to disappear but
the intermission proved to be exactly w hat
Scanlon and the Lakers needed. She simply
asked her team if they left the knowledge
of how to play volleyball on a recent trip to
Ashland, Ohio.
“She told us that we need to start playing
our game,” Alexander said. “We needed to
stay within ourselves.”
GVSU came out to play in game three
as they jumped out to a 15-10 lead before a
TV time-out. The Uikers pushed that lead
to 21-14, forcing FSU to use another time
out.
The Bulldogs then scored two straight
points before junior lxiurcn Reber came
across court for a powerful spike to end the
Bulldog run. The Lakers won game three
30-22.
The leakers showed their power game
in game four, as senior Erica Vandekopple
had five kills and bumped her hitting
percentage from .348 to .362. Once again
the leakers collected a 15-10 lead at the TV
time-out and once again, they did not let
the lead slide.
Ferris State made a run to make the
score 23-20 in favor of GVSU. but the
leakers held on tight and collected a 30-25
victory.

i

See Football, B4

See more: Go to
lanthorn.com Saturday
for immediate coverage
following the game

GVL / Nicole Bernier

Pound it: Junior middle blocker Danielle Alexander spikes the ball scoring for the Laker volleyball
team in the first of five matches against Ferris State University. After losing the first two matches, the
Lakers made a come back in the third match taking three of two games against Ferris.

The Bulldogs had several runs
throughout the shortened game five. Tied
2-2 early on. the Bulldogs reeled off three
straight points, but the Lakers did not let it
faze them as they collected the next three
points.
FSU called a time-out and came back to
win the next three. Once again, the Lakers
responded to take the lead 11-10.
The score was then tied at 13-13 before
GVSU scored the next two points to
extending their winning streak to 13 games
and an unblemished record in the GLIAC.
“Game five was frantic.” Alexander
said. “We had to try and stay calm, and take
it point by point.”
This marks the first time the Lakers
have come back from a 0-2 deficit to win
a match since Sept. 7. 2002 as Edinboro
University jumped out to the lead only to

fall to GVSU.
This also marks the second straight
match that the Lakers went to fivp games,
and the team could see the aid in this.
"We didn’t have to win three in a row on
Sunday, though,” Vandekopple said. “But
it definitely did help us out in tonight’s
match.”
GVSU will continue its five-game home
stand and put its win streaks (hi the line as
they take on Mercyhurst College on Friday
and Gannon University on Saturday. Game
time for Friday is 7 p.m. and Saturday is
at 4 p.m.
rmsenbach @ Umthom.com

See more:
Visit www.lanthorn.
com for a slideshow

GVSU soccer completes road trip at 10-0 overall
GVI. Staff Writer

conference recognition

Four Grand Valley State
University
athletes
earned
GLIAC player of the week
awards.
Junior Katy Taller was named
the Women’s Soccer Athlete of
the Week for the second week in
a row. Tafler totaled eight goals
on the week and became the
Lakers’ all-time leading scorer.
Junior Danielle Alexander
became the fourth Laker in as
many weeks to be named the
North Division Volleyball Player
of the Week. She currently ranks
third in the conference in blocks
per game at 1.21.
Senior
Nate
Peck
and
sophomore Ashley Smith were
named the men’s cross country
and women’s golf athletes of the
week, respectively.

“They don’t really get caught up in what
the other teams record is or how they’ve
been doing against other people,” Martin
said. “We got our own system and our own
players, and we aren't those other people.”
The trip marks the third time this season
coach Martin and his team will travel — and
all three games have been lengthy trips.
Martin said his team handled the first
two away games well, and he expects
Mercyhurst to not lay out the red carpet for
his team.

down 0-2 to beat Ferris

By Brian Beaupied
More Lakers receive

touchdown passes this season.
Martin said while his team does not like
to get into shootouts, his coaching staff has
prepared his team for whatever is to come
in any ftxMball game. This helps his players
react better to what the other team’s schemes
are, he added.
“The challenge is on our defense to go
(Hit there and stop an offense that is scoring
(Mi everyone else in the league,” Martin said.
“It seems like our kids are at their best when
they do face a little adversity.”
Mercyhurst is aiming off a brutal 5943 loss at the hands of Ashland University,
where more than 1,000 total yards of offense
was gained.
While many teams in the GLIAC are
nicking up tons of points, Martin said his
team does not really pay attention to all the
scoring.

Lakers come back from

GVL Staff Writer

Football duo honored

“That really doesn 't bother us too much,”
Iciek said. “We have the same mindset, we
just prepare mentally earlier and speed it
up.”
Mercyhurst comes into this game 3-2
in the Great lakes Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference and 4-2 overall. In their last
four games, the green Uikers have averaged
48 points per game.
Too bad Martin and his ftxMball team
have seen this all before against Michigan
Technological University.
The end result of that game was anything
but close.
'They have done a tremendous job this
year,” Martin said of Mercyhurst. "Their
quarterback is a gtxxl player and he makes
a lot of plays.”
That quarterback is senior Mitch Phillis,
who has thrown for 1,568 yards and 16

Grand Valley State University's women's soccer
team concluded a two-game mad trip by accomplishing
something the program had never done in sch(X)l history
— beating Ashland University on their home turf.
Junior forward Katy Tafler scored four goals, pushing
her season total to 18 as the No. I Leakers beat the Eagles
8-0.
GVSU had a previous reaxd of 0-4-1 at Ashland.
The Inkers improved their season record to 10-0 with
a 2-0 record in the Great l.akes Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference.
GVSU also received contributkMis off the bench, with
three of eight GVSU goals coming from reserves.
“We got some quality minutes out of <xir bench,” said
head coach Dave Dilanni. “It’s the first time in a long time
we didn’t see our level of play drop when we put subs in,
and that makes it difficult for other teams to play 70-90
minutes at the same pace."
Reserve juniors Joyce Rose and Jamie Radley recorded
their first goals of the year and freshman Jalecn Dinglcdine
scored a goal in her third straight match. Defender

il

Kourtney Willert notched her second of the year and added
an assist. Freshman forward Kristen Eible also chipped in
two assists.
The I .aker defense played well. Dilanni said, as the
Inkers limited Ashland to just three shots on net. GVSU
anintered by peppering the Eagles with 31 shots of their
own.
Kristina Nasturzio played 81 minutes and stopped two
shots before freshman Sam DeNioclosed (Hit the remaining
nine minutes in net.
In 10 games this season, the leakers have only
surrendered four goals.
“'rhere is so much experience on defense and we try not
to take it for granted." Dilanni said. “People ask if we’re
happy only giving up four goals, yea we are. but all four we
feel are goals that we shouldn’t have given up at all"
With so much momentum it can be easy for a team to
lose focus and become complacent, but Dilanni knows
the success the team has seen so far is a bypnxluct of its
hard work at practice and rs confident his team will stay
on track.
“The girls know that they are only as good as their last
game,” Dilanni said. “They appreciate the success and
understand they wouldn't have it without working hard in
practice.”

Mercyhurst College will bring a 9-1-1 record and nine
game unbeaten streak into Allendale Friday afternoon in
what may prove to be the Inkers biggest challenge yet this
season. In those nine games. Mercyhurst has only given up
two goals, which may prove to be a challenge for a potent

See Soccer, B4

GVL Kaitlyn Irwin

Three’s company: Laker soccer players trie Dennis, Kristen Eible
and Ashley Elsass attempt to keep the ball away from opponents
during their game against Indianapolis

I
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Women's golf gets College pigskin pick ‘em
impressive win
Last week:
Marc
2-3
Brandon
4-1
Overall:
Marc
Brandon

'.Laker golf team battles
:lightening, rain delays to take
[top spot in Ohio tournament

12-3
11-4
Marc Koorstra

By Marc Koorstra

GVSU 49, Mercyhurst 14:

GVL Sports Editor

\
Not even lightening and rain delays could
;cool down the women’s golf team Monday.
Grand Valley State University took first
place in the University of Findlay William Bing
■ Beall Fall Classic, finishing 20 strokes ahead of
i second-place Ferris State Uni versity. Sophomore
lAshley Smith captured the individual title with
la two-day score of 147.
|
Laker coach Lori Stinson said she was very
;pleased with the team’s ability to overcome
[potential distractions.
'
“We had to come in and go back out and still
‘shot a 304 (on Monday),” Stinson said. “It is
■ impressive that they could maintain their level
I of play and overcome some adversity.”
The delay seemed to help freshman Kristina
Langton, who finished in fourth place with a
score of 151. Langton tallied three straight
birdies right after play was resumed, Stinson
said.
Smith sat in second place after the first day
with a score of 71, one stroke under par. Most
players saw their scores drop during the raindrenched second day, but Smith fired a 76 to
seal a three-stroke victory.
“My putting was the most improved part of
my game,” Smith said. “The rest of my game
just seemed to be on too and it just all came
’together."
Smith also received a little luck to help her
claim the victory. The delays were not a problem
-because the first came before she started and
the second occurred just as she finished her first
nine holes, she said.
The Lakers placed three more golfers in
the top ten. Sophomores Caitlin Bennett (150)
and Caitlin Duval (154) finished in second and
eighth place respectively and freshman Allie
Tyler, who was competing as an individual,
finished seventh with a score of 153.
GVSU’s lone senior Tracey Puckering
completed the team’s score card with a score of

GVSU @ Mercyhurst
1:30 p.m. Saturday

No. 9 Florida @ No. 1 LSU
8 p.m. Saturday, CBS

No. 10 Oklahoma @ No. 19 Texas
3:30 p.m. Saturday, ABC
GVL Archive / Nicole Bernier

Sweet swing: Sophomore Caitlin Bennett hits a drive down
the Meadows fairway on GVSU’s Allendale Campus earlier
this season

159. good for 16th place.
The Lakers tied a school record with a firstday score of 298, which led the rest of the field
by seven strokes. Every player shot in the 70s on
day two to help the team build on their lead.
“We played very solid and some of the other
teams struggled,” Stinson said. “It really was a
total team effort.”
The big win was especially sweet for the
Lakers given it came over rival FSU. The
Bulldogs had finished higher than GVSU three
times this fall prior to the tournament.
“It does feel good,” Stinson said of defeating
FSU. “I think all of our teams go out and try to
do their best against Ferris.”

No. 4 Ohio State @ No. 23 Purdue
8 p.m. Saturday, ABC

No. 20 Cincy @ No. 21 Rutgers
8 p.m. Saturday, ESPN2

See Women's Golf, B4

Brandon Watson
GVSU 44, Mercyhurst 20:

Mercyhurst is almost a clone of Mercyhurst really is a clone
Michigan Tech — they score a of Michigan Tech. GVSU is
lot of points and give up a lot of rolling up opponents like they
points. GVSU is the only team have in the past, and this game
in the GLIAC playing defense seems to pose no threat to head
right now and that will continue coach Chuck Martin and his
as they shutdown the other Lak team, but Mercyhurst will score
a few times.
ers.

LSU 28, Florida 27:

LSU 41, Florida 17:

This one is tough. It’s hard to
see Florida losing two in a row,
but it is harder to see LSU los
ing to the Gators two years in
a row. The defending champs
will officially lose their chance
at a repeat.

Unlike Marc, I really don’t
think this game will be close.
Sure, the Gators rolled up
Tennessee really bad and they
are coming off a loss to Auburn,
but LSU is better th&n everyone
— including USC.

Oklahoma 35, Texas 24:

Oklahoma 34, Texas 10:

Longhorn quarterback Colt Mc
Coy was already going through
a sophomore slump before he
had to worry about coming back
from a concussion. Now he also
has to worry about stud Sooner
defensive back Reggie Smith.

Mack Brown and his football
team have been overrated all
year, and Colt McCoy could be
in for a nightmare against this
Sooner defense. Sam Bradford
and Malcolm Kelly will really
test the Longhorn secondary.

Ohio State 31, Purdue 21:

Ohio State 24, Purdue 20:

I would have considered picking
the Boilermakers if they did
not let Jimmy Clausen throw
his first career touchdown and
let Notre Dame get back in the
game last week.

I agree with Marc, the Boilers
seemed to lose focus in the
second half last week. Can’t
do that against the Buckeyes.
Jim Tressel will find a way to
neutralize Curtis Painter and the
explosive Purdue attack.

C incinnati 28, Rutgers 24:

Rutgers 31, Cincy 20:

Former GVSU head coach Bri
an Kelly is working his magic
once again, this time with the
Bearcats. The Rutgers magic
from last season seems to be
running out as the lost their first
real test of the season against
Maryland.

Meh, Cincinnati has really
played some good football this
year. Time to find out if they
are for real with a tough sched
ule ahead. Look for Rutgers
to rebound from last week's
loss against the fighting Ralph
Friedgen’s in this game.

College football weekend proves to
expect the unexpected
GVL Staff Writer

‘

If anyone needs a good
reason to watch college football,
look no further than what
happened this past weekend.
It’s hard to put into words
what exactly happened to the
powerhouse teams across the
nation. But, to say the least, it
was an absolute mind-boggling
spectacle.
Nine of the top 25 teams in
the Associated Press poll were
defeated. Five of those defeated
teams were ranked in the top 10,
and three of the top five teams

STAR129

The Brightest,
* ** *4
Most Brilliant Diamond , * , *

See Taylor, B4
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South Florida squad.
Of course these are absolute
crushing defeats for all teams
that were on the short end of
the stick. For some, national
title hopes are now doomed. For
others, it’s a realization of not
being as top-notch as the hype
indicated.
This just shows the parity in
college football. There really
is no such thing as scheduling
cupcake teams anymore. Just
ask the University of Michigan.
And now with conference
games starting where teams
know each other left and right.

all suffered
colossal
losses.
Oklahoma
blew a fourth
quarter lead
to Colorado.
Defending
national
champion,
Florida,
failed to
defend their own turf, and
lost to Auburn for the second
straight year. And West Virginia
sure missed their injured star
quarterback. Pat White, as they
fell on the road to an uprising

By TJ Taylor
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Thomas S. Fox
Your student ID card is worth
more than its weight in gold,
at Thomas S. Fox Diamond Jewelers.
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Star 129 Collection.
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Luxury casino hotel to open in downtown Detroit
Motown casino first
Vegas-style resort built
in major metropolitan
area, cost $800 million
By Jeff Karoub
AI1 Business Writer

DETROl T (AP) — Casino officials
and celebrity chefs showed off $800
million worth of Las Vegas glitz amid
Motown grit Tuesday — as MGM Grand
Detroit officials prepared for a flashy,
fireworks-studded gala marking its
public debut.
Billed as the first Vegas-style resort
built in a major metropolitan area, MGM
Grand includes 4(X) rooms and suites, a
full-service resort spa and an 18-story
hotel with electronic concierges in each
r<x)m. It sits a block from the temporary
casino it opened in 1999.
Celebrity chefs Wolfgang Puck
and Michael Mina will operate three
restaurants in the new facility: Puck’s
Wolfgang Puck Grille and Mina’s
Saltwater and Bourbon Steak restaurants.
Puck also is providing a 24-hour in-room
dining service.
The MGM Grand Detroit was to
open to the public before midnight with
fireworks and lighting of the Grand
Garden near the facility’s main entrance.
Jim Murren, president and chief
operating officer of MGM Mirage Inc.,
said the facility is not only a casino and
hotel, but an “entertainment destination”
that he hopes will lure travelers from
the rest of the Midwest, East Coast and
elsewhere.
“We’ve taken the chic of Manhattan
and combined it with the sizzle of Las
Vegas and brought it to Detroit,” said

George Boyer, MGM Grand Detroit’s
president and chief operating officer.
Local designers have teamed up
with national firms to help weave in
a Michigan and Midwest vibe. Deer
antlers adorn the ceiling of Wolfgang
Puck Grille’s tavern area and Bourbon
Steak’s wooden beams and bricks used
on the walls were reclaimed from the
IX*troit area. The Living Room, a guestonly area off the lobby, features Great
Lakes-inspired sculptures by Michigan
artist Herb Babcock.
Puck said it was important to inject
local flavor into the decor and dining
experience.
“It can be subliminal — ‘something
feels very comfortable, very homey,”’ he
said. “It’s a good mixture of innovation
and comfort.”
Detroit’s other two casinos are
working to complete their permanent
sites.
Greektown Casino is spending $475
million to expand its existing facility,
including $2(X) million for a 20-story
hotel and a parking structure set to open
next year.
MotorCity
Casino
opened
its
expanded gaming floor earlier this year
but is spending $275 million on a 17story hotel to open later this fall.
The casinos are spending $1.5 billion
combined to build sleek new hotels
that are adding 1,2(X) luxury rooms and
thousands of square feet of convention
space. The three permanent sites will
feature more than 220 tables and about
8,(XX) slots in 25(),(XX) square feet of
gaming space.
MGM Grand’s slice of that is 90 tables
and more than 4,(XX) slots in 1(X),(XX)
square feet of gaming. But officials
spent more time emphasizing many of
the facility’s non-gaming features, such
as its two-level, 20,(XX) square-foot

AP Photo / Carlos Osorio

Garnished grubr: Celebrity chef Wolfgang Puck garnishes a pizza in his grille inside the MGM Grand Detroit casino in Detroit, Tuesday The casino, billed
as the first Vegas-style resort built in a major metropolitan area, includes 400 rooms and suites, a full-service resort spa and a 17-story hotel with electronic
concierges in each room. It sits a block from the temporary casino it opened in 1999. Chefs Puck and Michael Mina will operate three restaurants in the
new facility: Puck's Wolfgang Puck Grille and Mina'; Saltwater and Bourbon Steak restaurants.

Immerse Spa; five lounges and bars; and
30,000 square feet for private parties,
conferences and events.
John Hutar, MGM Grand Detroit’s
vice president of hotel operations, said
the extra elements are important for
attracting business from the automotive
industry and others.
“They simply didn’t choose to have

meetings in Detroit because the products
simply are not here,” he said. “There was
no luxury product in downtown Detroit
until now."
Robert Russell, gaming analyst
with East Lansing-based Regulatory
Management Counselors PC, toured
the facility on Tuesday. He said it’s still
to early to know if the venue will be a

national draw, but developers “hit a
home run” regarding design, amenities
and investment in the urban core.
“You can’t replace the Vegas
experience ... but they clearly have
brought the Detroit hospitality market
into a new level with their offerings,” he
said. “It’s clearly a step up on what Detroit
had with its temporary facilities.”

Bush vetoes bill to expand popular
children's health insurance program
By Jennifer Loven
Associated Press Writer

AP Photo / John Marshall Mantel

Harassing hard times : New York Knicks coach Isiah Thomas speaks to the media outside Manhattan federal court following
the jury decision in the sexual harassment lawsuit against Thomas and Madison Square Garden, Tuesday in New York A jury
decided Thomas sexually harassed a former top team executive, subjecting her to unwanted advances and a barrage of verbal
insults, but also said he does not have to pay punitive damages.

Jury: Isiah Thomas harassed
executive, but team should pay
By Tom Hays
Associated Pntss Writer

NEW YORK (AP) - In an
end to a salacious three-week
trial, a jury ordered the owners
of the New York Knicks to pay
$11.6 million to a former team
executive who endured crude
insults and unwanted advances
from coach Isiah Thomas.
The jury of four women and
three men found Thomas and
Madison Square Garden sexually
harassed
Anucha
Browne
Sanders, but it decided only
MSG and chairman James Dolan
should pay for harassing and
firing Browne Sanders from her
$260,(XX)-a-year job out of spite.
The result: The Garden owes
$6 million for condoning a
hostile work environment and
$2.6 million for retaliation.
Dolan owes $3 million. Though
Thomas is off the hook for any
damages, he leaves the case with
a tarnished image.
Outside court, a beaming
Browne Sanders insisted her
victory was more about sending
a message than the money.
“What I did here, I did
for every working woman in
America," she said. “And that
includes everyone who gets up
and goes to work in the morning,
everyone working in a corporate
environment.”
Earlier. Thomas emerged from
the federal courthouse in lower
Manhattan with his trademark
smile but flashed anger as he
reasserted his innocence amid a
crush of reporters and cameras.

“I’m extremely disappointed
that the jury did not see the facts in
this case,” he said. “I will appeal
this, and I remain confident in the
man that I am and what I stand
for and the family that I have.”
MSG said it will appeal,
also denying wrongdoing in a
case widely viewed as a public
relations disaster for a franchise
struggling to regain credibility.
The team hasn’t won a playoff
game since Thomas was signed
as president in December 2(X)3
and has wasted millions this
decade on a series of free-agent
busts.
The verdict also amounts to
another blemish on the resume
of Thomas, a two-time NBA
champion whose post-playing
career has been marked by one
failure after another.
Jurors, who needed roughly
two days to decide on the
allegations but only about an hour
to determine damages, declined
to talk about the verdict or how
they came to their decision.
In a lawsuit filed last January,
the 44-ycar-old Browne Sanders
sought $10 million in punitive
damages, but the jury was free
to deviate from that figure.
The verdict also means the
judge will determine and award
compensatory damages in the
coming weeks.
The harassment verdict was
expected after the jury sent a note
to the judge Monday indicating it
believed Thomas, the Garden and
Dolan sexually harassed Browne
Sanders, a married mother of
three and former vice president
for marketing.

The jurors had heard Browne
Sanders testify that Thomas, after
arriving as new team president,
routinely
addressed
her as
“bitch” and “ho" in outbursts
over marketing commitments.
He later did an abrupt about-face,
declaring his love and suggesting
an “off-site” liaison, she said.
Thomas,
while
admitting
to using foul language around
the plaintiff, insisted he never
directed it toward her.
Degrading a woman in the
workplace “is never OK,” said
Thomas, a married father of two.
“It is never appropriate.”
Dolan and a string of other
executives also took the witness
stand to deny they tolerated or
witnessed sexual harassment.
They testified Browne Sanders
was fired because she was
incompetent on budget matters,
and because she later sought to
undermine an internal inquiry
into her allegations against
Thomas.
The trial also made headlines
with its testimony about an
admitted tryst involving star
Knicks guard Stephon Marbury
and an MSG intern, an encounter
the plaintiffs’ attorneys argued
demonstrated the organization’s
frat house mentality.
At the Knicks training camp
in South Carolina on Tuesday.
Marbury and other players said
it was time for the team to move
past the off-court controversy.
Thomas was expected to arrive
Wednesday.
“It’s a tough situation and the
only thing we can do now is go
forward." Marbury said.
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WASHINGTON
(AP)
— President Bush, in a sharp
confrontation with Congress, on
Wednesday vetoed a bipartisan
bill that would have dramatically
expanded
children's
health
insurance.
It was only the fourth veto of
Bush’s presidency, and one that
some Republicans feared could
carry steep risks for their party in
next year’s elections. The Senate
approved the bill with enough
votes to override the veto, but the
margin in the House fell short of
the required number.
Democrats unleashed a stream
of harsh rhetoric, as they geared
up for a battle to both improve
their chances of winning a veto
override and score political points
against Republicans who oppose
the expansion.
Senate Majority Leader Harry
Reid, D-Nev„ decried Bush’s
action as a “heartless veto."
“Never has it been clearer how
detached President Bush is from
the priorities of the American
people,” Reid said in a statement.
“By vetoing a bipartisan bill to
renew the successful Children's
Health
Insurance
Program,
President Bush is denying health
care to millions of low-income
kids in America."
Democratic
congressional
leaders said they may put off the
override attempt for as long as
two weeks to maximize pressure
on Republican House members
whose votes will be critical.
“We remain committed to
making SCHI Pinto law — with or
without the president's support,"
said House Speaker Nancy Pclosi,
D-Calif.. referring to the full name
of the State Children's Health
Insurance Program.
The White House sought
little attention for Bush’s action,
with the president casting his
veto behind closed doors without
any fan hue or news coverage.
He defended it later Wednesday
during a budget speech in
Lancaster, Pa., addressing a
welcoming audience organized
by the Lancaster Chamber of
Commerce and Industry in GOPfricndly
Pennsylvania
Dutch
country.
“Poor
kids
first,”
Bush
said. “Secondly, I believe in
private medicine, not the federal
government running the health
care system.”
But he seemed eager to avert
a full-scale showdown over the

difficult issue, offering that he is
“more than willing” to negotiate
with lawmakers “if they need
a little more money in the bill
to help us meet the objective of
getting help for poor children.”
The program is a joint statefederal effort that subsidizes health
coverage for 6.6 million people,
mostly children, from families
that earn too much to qualify for
Medicaid but not enough to afford
their own private coverage.
The Democrats who control
Congress, with significant support
from Republicans, passed the
legislation to add $35 billion over
five years to allow an additional 4
million children into the program.
It would be funded by raising the
federal cigarette tax by 61 cents to
$1 per pack.
The president argued that the
Democratic bill was too costly,
took the program too far beyond
its original intent of helping the
pcxir, and would entice people
now covered in the private sector
to switch to government coverage.
He has proposed only a $5 billion
increase in funding.
Democrats deny Bush's chaige
that their plan is a move toward
socialized medicine that short
changes the poor, saying their goal
is to cover more of the millions
of uninsured children and noting
that the bill provides financial
incentives for states to cover their
lowest-income children first. Of
the more than 43 million people
nationwide who lack health
insurance, more than 6 million are
under 18 years old. That’s more
than 9 percent of all children.
Eighteen Republicans joined
Democrats in the Senate, enough
to override Bush’s veto. But in
the House, supporters of the bill
arc about two dozen votes short

of a successful override, despite
sizable
Republican
support.
A two-thirds majority in both
chambers is needed.
House Majority Leader Steny
Hoyer, D-Md., said Democrats
were
imploring
15
House
Republicans to switch positions
but had received no agreements
so far.
House Minority Whip Roy
Blunt, R-Mo., said he was
“absolutely confident” that the
House would be able to sustain
Bush’s expected veto.
Senate Minority Whip Trent
Lott, R-Miss„ said Congress
should be able to reach a
compromise with Bush once
he vetoes the bill. “We should
not allow it to be expanded to
higher and higher income levels,
and to adults. This is about poor
children," he said. “But we can
work it out.”
It took Bush six years to veto
his first bill, when he blocked
expanded federal research using
embryonic stem cells last summer.
In May, he vetoed a spending bill
that would have required troop
withdrawals from Iraq. In June,
he vetoed another bill to ease
restraints on federally funded
stem cell research.
In the case of the health
insurance program, the veto is
a bit of a high-stakes gambit for
Bush, pitting him against both the
Democrats who have controlled
both houses of Congress since
January, but also many members
of his own party and the public.
The Democratic Congressional
Campaign Committee launched
radio ads Monday attacking eight
GOP House members who voted
against the bill and face potentially
tough re-election campaigns next
year.

AP Photo / Ron Edmonds

Saluting supervisor: President Bush waves from the steps of Marine One
Wednesday shortly after vetoing a bill expanding a popular health care program
for children by $35 billion
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Blackwater chairman says
company acted appropriately
By Richard Lardner and
Anne Flaherty

Associated Press Writer
• WASHINGTON
(AP)
Blackwater chairman Erik Prince
y igomusly rejected charges Tuesday
that guards ftrni his private security
hrm acted like a bunch of cowboys
immune to legal prosecution
While prelecting State Department
frersonnel in Iraq and Afghanistan.
I “I believe we acted appropriately
pt all times,” Prince, a 38-year-old
former Navy SEAL, calmly told the
House Oversight and Government
keform Committee.
! Prince is a native of Holland,
Mich., whose family fortune was
hiade in the auto parts industry.
His sister, Betsy DeVfos, a former
chairwoman of the Michigan
GOP, is married to Dick DeVos,
Republican and Amway Corp.
ir who unsuccessfully ran for
governor in 2006.
• His testimony came as the
FBI is investigating Blackwater
personnel for their role in a Sept.
J6 shootout that left 11 Iraqis dead.
JThe incident and others, including
p shooting by a drunk Blackwater
pmployee after a 2006 Christmas
, led to pointed questions
iwmakers about whether the
government is relying too much
private contractors who fall outside
the military courts martial system.
“We’re not gening our money’s
worth when we have so many
complaints about innocent people
being shot,” said Rep. Henry
Waxman,
D-Calif.. committee
chairman, at the conclusion of a
nearly six-hour hearing. “And it’s
unclear whether they’re actually
being investigated by the State
Department, because we haven't
had any cooperation.”
The committee agreed not to
look into the Sept. 16 incident
during Tuesday’s hearing after
the Justice Department requested
that Congress wait until the FBI
concludes its investigation.
Prince cast his company as a
scapegoat for broader problems
associated with the government’s
reliance on security contractors
and the murky legal jurisdiction.
He said his staff was comprised
of courageous individuals who
face tile same threats and highstress environment as U.S. military
personnel, and noted 30 Blackwater
personnel have been killed and no
Americans have died under the
company’s watch.
* Often leaning back to listen to
the advise of his lawyer, Stephen
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Football
continued from page B1

“Hopefully we’ll have a good
approach on this one and go there
hnd take care of business,” Martin
$>aid. “I’m sure they’ll be excited to
take their shot at us like everyone
else.”
The Lakers currently own the
longest winning streak in all of
college football at 32 consecutive

Soccer
continued from page B1

Laker offense.
“Last season it came down to
the two of us for the conference and
It ended up being a turning point in
our season," Dilanni said about a 30 loss to Mercyhurst last season.
Tafler is confident her team will

Women's Golf
continued from page B2

California
University
(Pennsylvania) sat in second
place after a first-day score of
305 but fell to third place after
shooting a 320 on the second
day.
California’s top individual.

Taylor
continued from page B2

expect dog fights every week.
Teams will have to earn their wins
here.
- Because of this, college
ftxttball is reaching new heights.
Excitement and suspense gets
greater each week. It appears that
as each week passes in the season,
&o do the number of upsets.
Guaranteed victories are no more.
r One thing is for sure though,
and that is you can start the
controversy now that brews
college football each year. With all
these high profiled teams suffering
similar losses, it means many

Ryan, Prince repeatedly refused
to say whether former Blackwater
employees were guilty of murder
and said it should be up to the
Justice Department to pursue
chaiges against contractors who
commit crimes overseas.
In the case of the Christmas eve
shtxHing, Prince said the company
tired and tined the individual.
“But
we,
as
a
private
organization, can’t do any more."
he told the House panel. “We can’t
flog him. We can’t incarcerate him.
That’s up to the Justice Department.
We are not empowered to enforce
U.S. law.”
The Blackwater chairman said
he supports legislation that would
guarantee his employees and other
private security companies working
for the State Department are subject
to prosecution in U.S. courts. Ihe
House was expected to consider
such a bill, sponsored by Rep. David
Price, D-N.C., on Wednesday.
Waxman
said
he
was
particularly concerned to learn
the State Department advised the
company on how much to pay the
family of the Iraqi security guard
shot by a drunken Blackwater
employee in 2006. Internal e-mails
later revealed a debate within the
State Department on the size of the
payment, Waxman said.
on “It's hard to read these e-mails
and not come to the conclusion
that the State Department is acting
as Blackwater’s enabler,” Waxman
said.
Administration
officials.

speaking on condition of anonymity
because the investigation is ongoing,
said tlx.1 incident had been referred
to federal prosecutors in Seattle,
where the former Blackwater
employee now lives, but there has
been no public announcement of
any chaiges.
State IX'partment officials said
Tuesday the criminal prosecution
of such cases was out of their hands
and should be handled by the Justice
Department.
"They’re
the
prosecutors.
The
State
IXpartment
isn’t
the prosecutors for the U.S.
government,” Richard Griffin,
assistant secretary of state for
diplomatic security, told the House
panel.
David
Satterfield,
the
Iraq coordinator for the State
Department, said the U.S. and Iraqi
ministry established a commission
to examine use of contractors in
Iraq. A separate U.S.-led panel,
staffed with several independent
advisers, is reviewing the security
practices of diplomats.
“The secretary of state has
made clear that she wishes to
have a probing, comprehensive
unvarnished examination of the
overall issue of security contractors
working for her department in
Iraq,” he said.
Waxman expressed frustration at
the State Department representatives
for not providing more information
about Blackwater and its conduct in
Iraq.

AP Photo / Susan Walsh

Appropriate actions: House Oversight Committee Chairman Rep. Henry Waxman,
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Job & Internship Fair
For all majors

Careerfest 2007
DeVos Place Convention Center
(downtown Grand Rapids -303 Monroe Ave)

Wednesday, October 10
2:00-6:00 p.m.
Freshmen and sophomores interested in career exploration
are invited to attend from 4:30- 6:00 p.m.

Meet with employers seeking
interns and full-time employees!
Positions available include:
• Marketer
• Pre-Law Intern
• Social Worker
• Scientific Researcher
• Engineering Intern
• Actuary
• Writing & Editing Intern
• Sales & Management Trainee
• Event Planner
• Administrative Assistant
• Accountant
• Graphic Designer
• Criminal Justice Intern *
'
...and many more!

D-Calilf., right, accompanied by Rep. Tom Davis III, R-Va., ranking Republican on
the committee, center, shakes hands with Blackwater USA founder Erik Prince, back
to camera, on Capitol Hill in Washington Tuesday after Prince testified before the
committee's hearing examining the mission and performance of the private military
contractor Blackwater in Iraq and Afghanistan.

games. GVSU has not lost a ftxMball
game since Nov. 27, 2004 against
the University of North Dakota in
the Midwest Regional Final.
Iciek said the streak is not
something the team worries about
upkeeping, but just going out and
playing each game the best they
possibly can.
“We really don't think about it
that much," Iciek said. “We really
just take one game at a time.”

Martin knows four games into
the season his team is excelling and
continues to improve.
“I think we got a change to
continue to be better and better and
be a pretty dam good team,” Martin
said.
The road to excelling even
greater and taking a commanding
lead in the conference begins
Saturday in Pennsylvania.
managingeditor@lanthom.com

rise to the occasion and not fall for
a second straight season.
“They have good, dangerous
forwards,” she said. “Our defense
will have to step up and play well.
We don’t want to play scared and
defensive.”
If anything, the contest is just a
sign of things to come for the leakers
as they prepare for a potential berth

in the NCAA tournament.
“We know we’re going to come
across other good teams with other
good forwards later in the season,”
Tafler said. “We proved last year
we earned going (to the national
championship), now we have to
prove we can do it again.”

Simone DeSouza. also had
a drop off from her day one
score to her day two score. She
held the lead after shooting a
first-round 70 but followed it
up with an 80 in the second
round.
The Lakers now prepare
for their final tournament of
the fall. They will play in The

Shootout in Franklin, Ind. on
Monday and Tuesday.
Stinson said the course they
will play on next week is very
similar to The Meadows and is
hoping that will give the Lakers
a little bit of an advantage.

teams will likely have identical
records when the regular season
comes to a close.
So, the question you might
as well start asking now is who
is going to get the better luck
regarding a postseason contest.
And of course this lies within
the Bowl Championship Series,
[jet’s not get started on how
pathetic and deplorable the BCS
is, but until a playoff system
is implemented, this type of
controversy will always live.
Until then. I<x)k for this week
to be just as stimulating as last
week was. Certain teams will be
Kx4cing to keep momentum, while
others look to atone for their heart-

wrenching losses.
For starters, surprising eighth
ranked Kentucky takes on
I Ith ranked South Carolina on
Thursday. Other Top 25 match
ups this weekend include Florida
and newly ranked number one
LSU, Ohio State visits PunJue and
Oklahoma and Texas compete in
the Red River Shootout.
Chances are the upsets won’t
match last week’s totals. But the
beauty of sports is playing the
game, since anything can happen.
Be ready for another surprising
weekend in the world of college
pigskin.

bheaupied@Umthom.com

Plan ahead:
• Bring multiple copies of your
resume printed on high quality
resume paper
• Dress professionally; a dark suit
and dress shoes are the norm
• Research the companies that will
attend; recruiters are not
impressed by students who ask
“So, what does your company
do?”
• Prepare a brief introduction that
succinctly tells a recruiter about
you

FREE for students!
No need to pre-register

sports@ lanthorn. com

tta\lor(d Umthorn.com

Cio to vvwvv.gvsii.edu Torms/careers/CF2()()7.htm
tor a list of attending employers & available positions
I his evcnl is sponsored by

(iVSU Career Services.
For more information, contact GVSU Career Services at
331-3311 or 331-6708 or email career@gvsu.edu
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Headed for Zen to play Laker Late Night
Local band, including
one graduate, current
student of GVSU, to
play Friday at Kirkhof
By Brandy Arnold
GVL A Sr E Editor

Local band Headed for Zen will make
an appearance in the Kirkhof Center
lounge Friday at 9 p.m. during Laker l.ate
Night.
Dan Furca, Dustin Yoder, Ameel
Irabilsy and Dan Kuschel, who make up
Headed for Zen, are no strangers to Grand
Valley State University. Not only is Yoder
a recent graduate and Furca still a student,
but they have played numerous shows at
GVSU for events such as Rock Against
Rape and Battle of the Bands as well.
Vocalist Yoder said the band, which
has been together for two and a half years,
has always been well received at GVSU.
“Still the growth in the amount of
people that are actually paying attention
to us now is crazy,” Yoder said.
He added it is important that though
their fan base has grown, the intimacy
between them and their fans remains
intact.
“We want the fans to actually know us
and go out in the crowd to talk to them,
rather than be so out of reach and have
a street team out there promoting us,” he
said. “That’s so impersonal.”
While Yoder was hesitant to lump
the band’s music into a certain genre, he
described their sound as very guitar and
vocally driven. He cited many bands as
influences, including Incubus, Thrice,
311 and Sublime. The band plays its
own material at shows as well as many
different covers.
“We usually throw some ‘80s in

there,” he said. “We also have crazy
different band favorites, so we’ve got a
good mix."
At the onset of Headed for Zen. the
band had trouble rehearsing because
Trabilsy and Kuschel lived in Mt.
Pleasant and attended Central Michigan
University.
“It was really hard to get going,”
Yoder said. "But every band has drama
and weird stuff at first.”
Both Trabilsy and Kuschel have since
moved to Lansing and the band is now
putting the finishing touches on their
debut album, “Wasted Whispers.”
“It’s taken two and a half years for
us to get really good material we were
all happy with,” Yoder said. “It’s been
relieving to get it all down.”
He said as the band has laid down
tracks he has witnessed how much
stronger each member has become.
“I’ve been in several bands and our
bass player and drummer are some of
the best musicians I’ve ever seen,” he
said. “Dan (Furca) is such a good guitar
player. I’ve been playing for 12 years and
he’s 100 times better than me. It’s pretty
depressing.”
Furca, who recently turned 20 years
old, has always been musically inclined
starting with piano lessons at age six.
“Once I got my guitar I locked myself
in my room and played for 12 hours,” he
said. “When I get in the right way I could
play until my fingers bled.”
The nursing major said despite his
hectic schedule he still practices for at
least an hour a day.
Because each member relentlessly
practices the material, they are extremely
comfortable playing for an audience,
Furca said, throwing improvisational
antics into concerts such a$ playing their
guitars behind their heads for certain
sOngs.
“Music is always great,” he said. “But

Courtesy Photo / Headed for Zeq

Jam session: Dustin Voder and Ameel Trabilsy practice in a garage with their band Headed for Zen

you come to see a show and we like to
have fun with it.”
Furca said playing events at GVSU
is surreal because people he sees in the
crowd are sometimes in his classes the
next day.
“It’s nice when someone actually sees
you onstage and then they mention it to
you in class,” he said. “When they’re

‘Kingdom’
film is full of
cliches, but
few insights

j

arts@lanthorn .a on
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Eastern life, desires, atmosphere
Middle East
Studies Program,
Arab Culture Club
to team up for four
film nights

GVl. Staff Writer

Courtesy Photo / Universal Pictures

Kingdom crew: (L to R) Saudi Colonel Al Ghazi (Ashraf
Barhom), Saudi Sergeant Haytham (Ali Suliman) and FBI team

Who, exactly, is Peter Berg?
That’s a relevant question because his name
is plastered all over the advertisements for
the new movie he directed, “The Kingdom.”
This sort of selling is appropriate for a name
director like Steven Spielberg or Spike Lee,
but when an unknown artist feels the need to
make sure absolutely everyone knows that yes,
he’s directing a movie, it’s not a good sign.
Indeed, Peter Berg has not a made the
knockout film he clearly wanted to make. The
helpful resource known as the Internet Movie
Database reveals that Berg is a television actor
who has previously directed three features, the
black comedy “Very Bad Things,” the gangster
tome “The Rundown” and the football drama
“Friday Night Lights,” none of which have
been seen by this critic. It is clear, however,
that this resume does not reveal the kind of
seriousness required to make a major political
statement, which is what "The Kingdom"
wants to be.
Berg’s new movie tells the story of an
FBI agent named Ronald Fleury (Jamie
Foxx) whose best friend,and colleague (Kyle
Chandler) and a hundred others (mostly
American oil workers and their families) are
killed in a terrorist attack in Saudi Arabia.

Headed for Zen's l.aker Late Night
show is free, but the band will be selling
tickets for its Oct. 26 release party foi;
"Wasted Whispers" at the Intersection.
Tickets cost $7 and can also be purchase^
by contacting the band at http:/wwWj
my space .com/headedforzen.

Film festival to focus on Middle!

By Ryan Copping

☆ ☆1/2 out of ☆☆☆☆

excited about it, it makes me excited.”
Above all, it is the music that keeps
the guys in Headed for Zen pressing on
through late nights, hectic schedules and
any personal conflicts in their lives.
“Music is a really great escape for
everyone, just listen to it,” Furca said.
“But I love to play it. Any emotion I want
to get out...it helps the creative process.”

1

leader Ronald Fleury (Jamie Foxx).

His superiors forbid him from investigating,
but Fleury somehow manages to get his team
into the country. The agents find that no one
wants their help — the State Department is
worried about bad public relations, and Saudi
law enforcement is mistrustful of Americans
and wants to solve the case themselves as a
matter of pride. Only after Fleury begins to
trust his Saudi liaison and translator. Colonel
Al Ghazi (Ashraf Barhoum), does he begin to
make progress, which could lead to the very
top levels of Al Qaeda.
This is clearly a very serious storyline
about a very serious topic, perhaps the most
important of our day. The current international
political situation facing America in the
Middle East and its accompanying issues
- terrorism, reliance on foreign oil and racism
against Arabs and Muslims, is so tense and
delicate that an American audience deserves
intelligent art about these issues. That is not
what “The Kingdom" is. It is essentially an
action thriller that is content to go through
clichd after clichd. If this movie was made in
the ‘80s, it could easily be set in Russia with

See Kingdom, B6

with their everyday challenges
and concerns,” he said. “They
also show the breadth of film
making in the region, and
they display the diversity and
complexity of the Middle East
and its people.”
Along with the Middle East
Studies Program, the Arab
Culture Club has had a large
By Sarah Stonestreet
part in putting together this
GVl. Staff Writer
event.
Susannah Bell, the club’s
Starting Monday, students
president and third year member
can enjoy a film festival of
said the festival will appeal not
movies from the Middle East,
only to students who are a part
thanks to the Middle East
of the program, but to anyone
Studies Program and the Arab
who enjoys movies.
Culture Club.
"The program was put
The
two
organizations
together so
have
planned
that it could
four nights of
include
films
about
films
from
the
Middle
diffe re n t
East and its
areas
of
people, as well
the Middle
as a band on
East,”
she
Monday night
said. “There
and speakers on
are
four
the rest of the
unique films
nights.
that
will
MAJD AL-MALLAH
Director of
hopefully
DIRECTOR,
MIDDLE
EASTERN
Middle
East
attract
STUDIES
Studies, Majd
audiences of
Al-Mallah, said
students from many different
these films were picked because
majors and backgrounds outside
they deal with the Middle
of the university.”
East, but also have universally
Each film shows at 7 p.m.
relatable subjects.
at the Cook-DeWitt Center
“They all address human
Auditorium and the band
concerns and desires, and how
performance begins Monday at
people in the Middle East deal
8:30 p.m. after the film “Rana’s

“They all address
human concerns and
desires, and how
people in the Middle
East deal with their
everyday challenges
and concerns.”

Wedding.”
On
Tuesday,
Professor Ruth Tsoffar will
comment on the film "Broken
Wings,”
Professor
Negai;
Mottahedeh will speak on thq
film “Offside” and the director
of the film “Le Grand Voyage,”
Ismael Ferroukhi, will hold a
discussion on Thursday.
“The speakers will make
brief remarks to put the films
into perspective and allow the
audience to ask questions, so we
are engaged in the issues that
each film addresses,” Al-Mallah
said. “It’s a unique opportunity
for our faculty and students.” >
Bell shared this excitement,
since Ferroukhi’s trip to Grand
Valley State University brings
him all the way from France. ,
This is the first film festival
of what Al-Mallah hopes tq
be an annual event. The MES
program plans to focus orj
promoting the Middle East
culture through film and the arts
throughout the year.
The Arab Culture Club also
has more events planned this
year. Its next event, a Debkeh
Dance Workshop, is part of the
Intercultural Festival.
Arab Culture week, which
starts on March 17, will feature
speakers, a comedian, henna
night, more dance workshops
and the annual “Taste of the
Arab World” party that offers
food and live music.

sstonestreet @ lanthorn.cotf)

Shakespeare Festival back for more at Grand Valley State University;
By Dani Willcutt
GVl. Staff Writ er

Grand Valley State University’s 14th annual
Shakespeare Festival will continue its season through
Nov. 3 with a number of themed events in store for
the campus and community.
The events that make up the festival started at the
request of the president’s office.
“From that point the theatre faculty and the English
faculty initiated the first Shakespeare Festival,’ said
Jim Bell, managing director of the Shakespeare
Festival. “It continued on as an annual event. The
Shakespeare Festival’s mission statement includes
enriching GVSU and the community beyond.
Starting off this year's Festival is the Shakespeare
play “Cymbeline,” which began its run Friday. Bell
had only positive comments on the main-stage play.
“‘Cymbeline’ isn’t one of Shakespeare’s best
plays, but this is a very fun. very colorful production,
Bell said. “It’s a very complex story and entertaining,
it has wicked stepmothers, a beheading...It has a

The Shakespeare Festival Student Competition
Preceding select “Cymbeline” performances will
is also part of the festival. Interested students enter
be an informational session by Dr. James Shapiro,
a visiting scholar. These sessions will take place at original works of writing, fine art, music, drama
or dance performance with the central theme of
6:45 p.m. before today and Friday’s performances.
Shakespeare and the Renaissance.
Shapiro will also give a
Entries are due on Oct. 22 and will
presentation on Friday in room
be performed on Oct. 25. Winners
204 of the Kirkhof Center.
of the Student Competition are
Complimentary food will be
awarded monetarily, as well as
served at 3 p.m. with Shapiro’s
being showcased on Nov. 3.
presentation,
entitled
“Seven
Additional
to
showcase,
Weeks in Shakespeare's Life,”
the Grand Valley Shakespeare
running from 4 to 5 p.m.
Festival’s touring show "Bard to
Shapiro’s presentations is free
Go” will also give its performance
to the public, but the pre-play
JIM BELL
of the season, “Magic in the
informational sessions require a
MANAGING DIRECTOR
Making,” on Nov. 3. This season's
purchased ticket to “Cymbeline.”
production “explores the many
Shapiro is the I^arry Miller
sides of miraculous enchantment
Professor
of
English
and
and dangerous illusion,” according to Shakespeare
Comparative Literature at Columbia University
Festival Web site. “Bard to Go” is a traveling
and has written critically acclaimed books on both
production that travels to schools as a part of the
Shakespeare ahd Elizabethan culture.
festival’s educational outreach program.
“Dr Shapiro is a very notable Shakespeare
“ Bard to Go' is a 50-minute production that
scholar,” Bell said.

“‘Cymbeline’ isn’t
one of Shakespeare’s
best plays, but this
is a very fun, very
colorful production”

very fairytale-like feel.”

.♦

I

I

combines different scenes from Shakespeare’s plays
that all have a common theme,” Bell said. “This
year’s theme is magic, hence the title.”
The Renaissance Faire will once again take place
during the Shakespeare Festival. The family-centric
Faire is organized by GVSU students and includes
the activities and events such as performances by
the Shakespeare Festival’s Greenshow production,
minstrels, bagpipers, sword fighting, face painting,
crafts and dancing.
Patrons can also expect shopping options such
as candles, woodcarvings, clothes, food and drink'.
The Faire will take place next Saturday and Sunday
starting at 10 a.m. around the Cook Carillon Clock
Tower.
“Cymbeline" will continue through Sunday in the
Louis Armstrong Theatre. The “Bard to Go” publi<?
performance following the Student Competition
showcase will take place in the Loosemor*
Auditorium and is free and open to the public. For
further information, check the Shakespeare Festival
Web site at http://www.gvsu.edu/Shakes.
'
dwiUcutt@lanthorn.com
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Dave and Doogie by Jeremy Leiter

L©V8Ft Udktldk J

Do you think a man and a
woman can ever really just be
friends?

J

In the past, I use to think it
was impossible. Friendship is
the first start to a relationship,
and if you like someone enough
to be their friend, you’re that
much closer. But, a lot more
is necessary fora relationship.
Since I’ve been at Grand
Valley State University, my
roommate and I have been very
close with a group of boys that
were already friends from high
school. Although among our
group I’m sure minor crushes
have formed and died out,
we’ve all remained friends
without bringing relationships
into the circle.
A man and a woman can be
friends, but only under certain
conditions. When a friendship
exists between an opposite
sex couple, it can make things
very difficult if one of them is
in a romantic relationship with
someone else. When you are in
an intimate relationship with
someone, it is disrespectful to
have an intimate friendship
with someone of the opposite
sex. My boyfriend has a very
close friend w ho happens to be

King Crossword
ACROSS

1 “Much —
About
Nothing”
4 Obey a
comma
9 Taxi
12 Weep loudly
13 Colorado ski
mecca
14 Idolaters’
emotion
15 Penitent’s
garb
17 Actress
Gretchen
18 Simile center
19 “1984” author
21 Evangelist
Billy
24 Healthy
condition
25 Howard or
Ely
26 Coffee-break
hour
28 Group
character
31 Plankton
component
33 Speck
35 Chore
36 Sanctify
38 Marry
40 — -de France
41 Meadows
43 Not far
across
45 Discuss
again
47 Lose power
48 Eggs

1

2

3

12

1

4

5

,3

22

■1
■
32

31
36
41
46

■

48
54
57

11

29

30

17

|

23

25

10

14

18

45

9

8

16

15

21

7

6

27
33

■■

49

38

20

19

■1
■
34

39

43

35

■

40

44

47

50

51

■

55
58

52

53

56
59

city
disgrace
6 Wire service 30 Distort
abbr.
32 Cruising
34 Slender stem
7 Asian goat
37 Beautyantelope
pageant IDs
8 Main course
Light
tan
39
Speakers’
9
cloth
platforms
10 Escaped Gl 42 Nuance
44 Agt.
11 Watson’s
partner
45 Portrayal
16 ‘‘Go, team!” 46 Always
DOWN
50 Turkish
20 1/746
mountain
horsepower
1 Cigar residue
51 Roulette bet
2 — good deed 21 Snatch
52 Time of your
22 Hot dog
3 Kimono
accessory
holder
life?
4 Volkswagen 23 Thin pasta
53 Thither
27 Without delay
model
29 Scandinavian
5 Feeling

49 Nikki
Blonsky’s
debut movie
54 Floral
garland
55 Arcaro or
Fisher
56 “I” strain?
57 Bobble
58 Closes tightly
59 Lair

© 2007 King Featu^e^> Synd.. Inc.

See Answers on B7
Kingdom
continued from page 85

!
minor modifications and
[the effect would essentially
;be the same. For a film
[that purports to be against
[violence, it is interesting to
note that the movie climaxes
■with a big shootout, resolving
•the central conflict with a car

chase and machine gun fire.
That said, this is a
passable thriller with an
excellent performance from
Foxx, who is too good for
this material. But ultimately,
“The Kingdom" doesn’t have
the courage of its convictions.
There have been so many
films describing America's
Middle Eastern problems.

but no one wants to offer a
solution. Here’s something
to begin with — treat the
problems seriously, the
audience with intelligence
and remember that American
movies are watched in other
countries.
rcopping@lanthorn.com

■.m

a girl. They talk on the phone
every other week or so (she
lives in a different state), but
they have never done anything
together without me being
there. He respects my feelings,
and doesn't put himself into
situations that he knows would
make me uncomfortable.
I’m not saying that girls and
guys cannot be friends — it’s
possible. I’m just saying that it’s
wrong to hang out with a friend
of the opposite sex alone w hen
you have someone waiting for
you at home.
According to “When Harry
Met Sally,” a popular *HOs film
on male-female relationships,
men and women can never
be friends because as Harry
Bums would say, “The sex
part always gets in the way.” I
think the media has shown us
that whenever male and female
characters start to develop a
close relationship with each
other it will ultimately lead to
something more intimate. Take
Izzy and George from “Grey’s
Anatomy” for example, or look
at pretty much any episode of
the hit TV show "Friends” and
you are sure to find a few of
the main characters engaging
in activities that go beyond the

bounds of a strictly platonic
relationship.
However, according to the
journal Psychology Today,
men and women can indeed
become friends. Psychologist
Linda Sapadin said the belief
that men and women cannot be
friends comes from another era
and a shift in our culture has
opened up the door to cross-sex
friendships. Sapadin conducted
a study of 150 business men
and women and found that there
are also benefits to having a
"just friends” relationship with
the opposite sex. The men in
Sapadin’s study reported that
women were easier to confide
in and women liked the security
and low amounts of drama that
come with having a male friend.
The bottom line is that it’s
possible, as long as you know
your boundaries.
Sources: Linda Sapadin.
Psychology Today

Love/Sex is a collaboration
by Lanthorn stall'. We aren’t
professionals, hut we consult
those w ho are to bring you
better advice than your
roommate. Submit questions
to lovesex@lanthorn.com.

Strange, but true
LAPEER. Mich. (AP) - The
Lapeer County sheriff compares
them to Bonnie and Clyde. But
unlike the legendary crime duo.
who never got married, these
modem bank robbery suspects
have an offer from Ron Kalanquin
to help them tie the knot.
“I’ll volunteer to marry them in
the jail if they surrender,” the sheriff
said Monday. Kalanquin said he
wanted the l .apeer couple off the
streets before their cash ran out and
they attempted another robbery.
The suspects, a 24-year-old
man and a 23-year-old woman, are
suspected of taking about $5,000
in the Sept. 19 robbery of a Lapeer
County Bank & Trust branch in
Deerfield Township, about 60 miles
north of Detroit.
Detectives determined that the
robbery money was used to buy
wedding rings, pay back rent and
pay the woman’s attorney for work
done in a child custody case. The
Flint Journal reported.
The couple met after the man
was released from the county
jail and was introduced to her by
another ex-inmate, Kalanquin said.
“We believe they could still
be in the area, but could also
be somewhere in Michigan or
beyond," Kalanquin said. He
appealed to the couple’s relatives
and friends to alert police to their
whereabouts.
According to an official FBI
account. Bonnie Parker was 19 and
married to a convicted murderer
when she met the unmarried. 21year-old Clyde Barrow in Texas
in 1930. Barrow escaped from
jail in 1932 using a gun smuggled
to him by what the FBI called his
“paramour," and they embarked
on a murder and robbery spree that
ended when they were shot to death
in a 1934 ambush in Louisiana.
MESA, Ariz. (AP) - It
was supposed to f> a two-hour

Shakespearean
comedy
show
attended by 7(X) sixth- through
12th-graders.
But it was not to be.
About 40 minutes into a touring
company’s performance of “The
Complete Works of William
Shakespeare (Abridged),” a Higley
Unified Sch(x>l District official
halted the show Monday at a
performing arts center.
“We stopped the show because
we feel that this was inappropriate,”
said Tara Kissane, the district’s
director of visual and performing
arts. She declined to give specifics
but said “there was inappropriate
language and the content was very
suggestive.”
“I just thought it was over some
of our kids’ heads and it wasn’t
appropriate for our kids," Kissane
said. She added she thought the
show would be fine for college-age
students.
The play was produced by a
New York-based touring company,
Windwcxxl Theatricals. Paul Bartz,
the pnxlucer. said he was surprised
to learn the performance was
stopped.
“It’s a matter of interpretation,
but they’re surely not seeing
anything on that stage that they're
not seeing on television,” Bartz
said Tuesday. “You might liken it
to a ‘Saturday Night Live’ sketch
on Shakespeare.”
The group’s Web site says it’s a
“whirlwind roller coaster tribute to
the immortal bard. Three actors take
on the daunting task of performing
37 plays and 154 sonnets in under
two hours, illuminating the world
of Shakespeare through the use
of football, swordplay and hiphop music.” A version ran offBroadway in 2001-2002.
Thinking about the early parts
of the play, Bartz said. “The only
thing I can think of that she might
have found objectionable is that
there is the use of the word penis,

twice” He said if Kissane had
objections, the cast could have
made adjustments, but they weren't
given the chance.
Bartz said his own middle
school-aged children saw a video
of the original pnxfuction in class,
and as a parent he had no problem
with it.
YONKERS. N Y. (AP) - He's
a shoo-in for Burglar of the Year.
A man who broke into a home
but was chased away by a barking
dog left his boots behind, police
said, and he was arrested when an
officer saw him walking shoeless.
John Lyles climbed through
the home’s w indow around 4 a.m.
Friday and tcx>k off his boots,
probably so he wouldn't make
any noise while sneaking around,
police said. But the homeowner’s
dog started growling and barking
at him. they said, and he ran away
empty-handed — and barcfcxM.
Later that morning, an officer
spotted Lyles walking without
shoes in a nearby apartment
building hallway, questioned him
and arrested him, police said.
Lyles, 36, was charged with
second-degree burglary, a felony.
STONE LAKE. Wis. (AP) - A
man who pulled up to a bank's
drive-up window on an all-terrain
vehicle and demanded money was
not happy about the sweet response:
the teller only had candy.
Even though the suspect had
held up a bag that he said contained
a bomb, the Stone I *ikc Bank teller
explained the money had already
been removed from the till and
all she had were suckers. Sawyer
County sheriff’s Chief IX'puty Tim
Zeigle said.
Zeigle said the suspect, who
wore camouflage clothing and a
black helmet and face mask, fled
in frustration and had not been
caught.
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APARTMENTS & TOWNHOMES

join peace corps

oo

r^sj

OT3

czr>

CD

Single story
Attic storage
Approved pets ok
Close to GVSU
Utility room «*,
Washer/dryer hook-up
.
Studio, 1 and 2 bedroom

> r.
V V

private bath 4
every bed

COME LEARN MORE AND MEET
RETURNED VOLUNTEERS

FREE iPhone!
616.850.1056
www.48west.info

OJ

(616)453-7999

Information Meeting

Wednesday, October 10, 7:00 PM
T3

Pew Campus, DeVos 207E
for more information visit our website www.peacecorps.gov
or call 800 424.8580

Mon-Fri 9:30-5:30
-J

Equal Housing Opportunity
www.aenhoom.com
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100 COMMONS
Allendale Campus

331-2460

C alls taken Monday F nday. 9-5

Announcements

Wanted

Opportunities

Employment

Housing

Housing

Need to make an important an
nouncement? The Lanthorn can
help you spread the word!
331-2460____________________

Subleaser wanted at 1737 Syl
van Ave SE, Grand Rapids,
49506. Female preferred.
5beds/2baths, washer/dryer,
driveway/street
parking.
$240/month + utilities. Close to
downtown, east town. Call Mar
gie at 616-566-2690.

Peppino’s Sports Lounge. Cam
pus West Night Tuesdays 10
PM-close. Shuttle bus $1 dona
tion per ride. 616-889-0683.
Saturdays come watch Big 10
Network! Live DJ Thursday
nights. Call 616-895-1615 for
more information._____________

Attention Students;
Part time income- $14.25
base/appt.
Flexible schedules Customer
sales/service
Will train, Immediate openings,
internships/
scholarships avail, conditions
apply. Call
now (616)241-6303__________

Looking for the best in rental
housing?
Look no more!
American Realty specializes in
college housing with over 50
houses in the greater Grand
Rapids area.
Go visit our
homes on-line and apply today.

Brand new (under construction)
apartments and townhomes!
The Village at 48 West!
Pre-leasing for fall 2008. FurniJ
ture included, washer/dryer, fit
ness center, free wi-fi and ex-i

For Sale

Need someone to take over my
lease as soon as possible.
$370/month plus electric and
water. You would have your
own bedroom. If interested call
989-666-2607
or
e-mail
aharkema@hotmail.com.

Free Classifieds for GVSU stu
dents, faculty and staff. Two in
sertions per order. 25 words or
less, subject to Grand Valley
Lanthorn’s approval. Must or
der through GVSU e-mail via
Lanthorn.com website. Click on
“classifieds” under “Features”
and follow directions. If Questions, call 331-2460.

Entertainment
Providing entertainment? Your
crowd will grow by advertising
with the Lanthorn! Call
331-2460

Looking for female roommate to
share a spacious off-site 2 bed
room apartment. Prefer some
one neat who doesn’t like loud
music/parties. Apartment has
laundry in the unit and is in a
nice,
safe
community.
$395/month including all utili
ties. If interested, please e-mail
roommatewanted 19@yahoo.co
m.

Roommates

Opportunities

Looking for a new roommate?
Placing an ad in the Lanthorn is
a great way to reach all those
other people in your same
situation. Call 331-2460 today
to set up your ad!

Our Max Checking account
pays 5% APY and offers free
ATMs anywhere! Earn the max
on your money. Stop into any
branch, call 616.242.9790, or
visit
us
online
at
www.LMCU.org

Looking for a new roommate?
Placing an ad in the Lanthorn is
a great way to reach all those
other people in your same
situation. Call 331-2460 today
to set up your ad!

Services
Trying to serve Grand Valley
and the neighboring commu
nity? Let the Lanthorn serve you
by placing your ad! Call

33V246(Mc^jeUjpryounac^^^
Wanted
Walking student is in need of a
bike for transportation purposes
around campus. If you have an
extra bicycle that is not being
put to use and want some extra
cash, contact Alexander via
e-mail
at
nixonale@student.gvsu.edu.

Start your Army Strong training
within 30 days of enlisting and
you could get an extra $20,000.
There’s strong. Then there’s
army strong. The strength that
comes from expert training in
one of over 150 different career
fields- as well as money for col
lege. Find out how to get it at
goarmy.com/strong. Call your
US
Army
Recruiter
at
231-798-1905.
Want people to take advantage
of the opportunities you have to
offer? Place an ad and reach
thousands! Call the Lanthorn for
more information. 331-2460
Want people to take advantage
of the opportunities ou have to
offer? Place an ad and reach
thousands! Call the Grand Val
ley Lanthorn for more informa
tion. 331-2460

If you are interested in earning
some extra income, and have a
computer with Internet access,

check

out

http://pickuploot.com. You earn
money for completing offers
and surveys. Free to join so you
are free to earn.

Employment
Bartenders wanted. Up to
$250/Day. No Experience nec
essary. Training provided. Age
18+ Okay. Call 1-800-965-6520.
ext. 226._____________________
Tri County has varsity boys
track, JV competitive cheer,
middle school competitive
cheer, and freshman girls’ bas
ketball coaching positions
open. Interested parties may
contact Jeff Bauer (assistant
basketball coach at gvsu/AD at
Tri County high school) at bauerje@gvsu.edu
or
616-331-2159.
#1 Spring Break Website! 4 &
7 night trips. Low prices guar
anteed. Group discounts for
8+. Book 20 people, get 3 free
trips! Campus reps needed.
www1styd©ntcity.cpm
or
800-293-1445._______________
Student work- Fall Income,
good starting pay
customer sales/service
Work
around classes.
Weekends/ weekdays available
No experience
necessary. Training provided.
Start immediately
Apply now at www.workforstudents.com or
call (616) 241-6303

4 door, 2002 Saturn SL2 ma
roon. Great gas mileage, great
condition. $6,000 OBO. Contact
616-836-2386.
Three-year-old Dell Laptop
Computer. Includes virus soft
ware and Microsoft Office.
Needs A/C adapter. $300 OBO.
Call Holly at 616-581-4452.
2007 Yamaha XC125V Motorcy
cle/Scooter. Up to 90 MPGI!
Extremely low miles. Full war
ranty included. $3,000 OBO.
Contact Holly at 616-581-4452
with questions.
Mattresses; brand new. Twin,
full, queen. $130 and up, can
deliver. 616-682-4767
17” Macbook Pro, matte
screen, 100 GB hard drive at
7200 RPM. 2 GB RAM, Micro
soft Office included. Great con
dition. About a year old. $2,000
or
best
offer.
Call
616-550-9350.

Housing
DOWNTOWN HOUSE FOR
RENT starting winter semester.
Walk to Health Services, 3 bed
room. Basement; new carpet,
paint
and
appliances;
washer/dryer, garage, deck.
$975/month + utilities, contact
willishe@gvsu.edu
or
269-372-1011._______________
Quality built new homes in Al
lendale close to GVSU campus.
Starting at $139,900. Call Steve
Hanson at 616-291-2668

616.913.9004

11723 Sundrop Circle. Home
sits on a wooded park-like set
ting. Has new drywall, oak cabi
nets, huge master suite, whirl
pool tub, walk-in closets, main
floor laundry, and an attached
two-stall garage. Association in
cludes indoor pool. $84,900.
For a private showing contact
Erik at 616-459-8444. Visit
www.RazmusTeam.com to view
all of Platinum Realty’s listings.
154 Straight Ave. 5-bedroom
house just a few minutes from
downtown campus. Features
new carpet, paint, kitchen cabi
nets and appliances, and fix
tures in bathroom. $84,900. For
more details and a private
showing
call
Erik
at
616-459-8444. Visit www.RazmusTeam.com to see all of
Platinum Realty’s listings.
Main floor apartment for rent.
Large living spaces/full base
ment.
Private
entrance.
Washer/dryer. Even has air con
ditioning. $750/month. Located
in
Hudsonville.
Call
616-875-7465._______________

panded cable. Pre-lease by De-.
cember 31, 2007 and receive 4
free iPhone! Sign up today|
616-850-1056,
www.48west.info,
or
48west@48west.info.
Meadows Crossing...the NEW
student townhome community
located at the 48th Ave. en-;
trance to GVSU. Now leasing
for 2008! Take advantage of
early bird specials- FREE
water/sewer, FREE high speech
internet, FREE cable TV includ-J
ing 23 premium movie chan-*
nels, FREE parking, and FREE!
trash removal.
Call today
892.2700 for all the details!
Visit us at our new clubhouse oi|
online at www.meadowscross-;
ing.net!

See Puzzle B6
— King Crossword
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Score Big Savings! Pineridge
Apartments Studio, 1 & 2 bed
rooms, close to GVSU.
616-453-7999.
www.eenhoorn.com.

Owens
Corning

f

For nearly 70 years Owens Corning has been a company of innovation,
leadership and diversity. Our success is rooted in the talented people who
work at Owens Corning.
We are looking for extraordinary talent at GrandValley State University,
specifically in the Information Systems field. Please join us at the following

mm

events to find out how your career with Owens Corning will give you
opportunity, challenge and purpose.

Corporate Information IMight
October 9 at 7 p.m.
University Club in Devos Campus "C Building
"

Find out who Owens Corning is, why we exist, why you, as an Information
Systems Professional are so important to the bright future at Owens Corning
and much more. Take this opportunity to network with professionals in

•.at

the IS field.
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West Michigan CareerFest
October 10 at 2 p.m.
Devos Place Convention Center
Find the Owens Corning booth at the CareerFest to talk to recruiters about
intern and full-time opportunities!

Proceeds from

For information on positions at Owens Corning
please visit us at our career site.

CONCERT SERIES TO
BENEFIT THE ALLENDALE

www.owenscorningcareers.com

Music Boosters

Hursday,

’:00pm

October

11,2007

Allendale US

Fine Arts Center

NDIVIDUAL TICKETS ARE AVAILABLE LOR MO @
U.KENDALL PACK & MAIL PLUS &

FHE

GVSU 2020

DESK.

Call: 895-8885 & GVSU’s 2020 Desk
Sfnd E-mails

to ambconc ertserils<®yahoo.com to order by e-mail

Cash

or

Check Only
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ADVERTISEMENT

Thursday, October 4, 2007

616-895-6678

10235-95 42nd Avenue

Grand Valley Lanthorn

www.CampusviewHousing.com

—---------•*
Recreation Center with#
Community andJtMrea
i Game Room
► Aerobics
► Full Court Basketball
»Study Rooms
• Pool Table
Movie Room and more.
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Lake Michigan p

Lubbers Stadium

The Meadows

West Campos Drive

New for 2008
FREE DSL and Basic Cable
Rec Center, including:
Full-Court Basketball
Aerobic Studio
Exercise Machines

Community Center
CMder Art Center

WiFi
Coffee Bar
Plasma TV
Pool Tables
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New Townhomes
Are Here!

Least expensive housing options for GVSU students.

